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BACKGROUND

The advent of the digital video recorder (DVR) and the availability of high-capacity

computer-readable storage devices at reasonable prices have made available many

possibilities to television programming service providers and television viewers alike. In

recent years, television viewers have come to expect the ability to easily customize and

manage the recording of television programming via their television receivers.

SUMMARY

In some embodiments, a system for managing stored television programs is presented.

The system may include one or more processors. The system may include a memory

communicatively coupled with and readable by the one or more processors and having

stored therein processor-readable instructions. When executed by the one or more

processors, the instructions may cause the one or more processors to cause a recording of

a television channel to be stored, wherein the recording of the television channel

comprises a plurality of television programs. The instructions may cause the one or more

processor to cause a graphical playback status element to be displayed via a display

device, the graphical playback status element comprising a start point for each television

program of the plurality of television programs within the recording of the television

channel.

Embodiments of such a system may include one or more of the following: The plurality

of television programs may have been broadcast consecutively on the television channel.

The instructions may cause the one or more processor to cause the recording of the

television channel to be recorded, wherein the recording of the television channel is

recorded from a broadcast of the television channel. The start point for each television

program of the plurality of television programs may be denoted by a graphical indicator

specific to the television program. For each television program of the plurality of

television programs, the graphical indicator may include a graphical showcard. The

instructions may cause the one or more processor to receive, from a user, a selection of a

graphical showcard for a television program of the plurality of television programs. The

instructions may cause the one or more processor to, in response to the selection of the

graphical showcard for the television program being received from the user, begin



playback of the recording of the television channel at a playback time associated with the

television program. The instructions may cause the one or more processor to receive,

from a user, a selection of a first television program from the plurality of television

programs of the recording of the television channel. The instructions may cause the one

or more processor to cause the first television program selected by the user to be

presented via the display device.

Additionally or alternatively, embodiments of such a system may include one or more of

the following: The instructions may cause the one or more processor to at completion of

presentation of the first television program, cause a second television program from the

plurality of television programs of the recording of the television channel to be presented.

The first television program and the second television program may have been broadcast

consecutively. The instructions may cause the one or more processor to receive, from a

user, a selection of a first television program from the plurality of television programs of

the recording of the television channel. The instructions may cause the one or more

processor to cause the first television program selected by the user to be presented via the

display device. The instructions may cause the one or more processor to, at completion

of presentation of the first television program, cause a selection option to be presented

requesting input to indicate whether a second television program from the plurality of

television programs of the recording of the television channel is to be presented. The first

television program and the second television program may have been broadcast

consecutively. The instructions may cause the one or more processor to cause a second

recording of a second television channel to be stored, wherein the recording of the second

television channel comprises a second plurality of television programs. The instructions

may cause the one or more processor to cause a second graphical playback status element

to be displayed via the display device simultaneously with display of the graphical

playback status element, the second graphical playback status element comprising a start

point for each television program of the second plurality of television programs within

the second recording of the second television channel.

In some embodiments, a method for managing stored television programs is presented.

The method may include storing, by a television receiver, a recording of a television



channel, wherein the recording of the television channel comprises a plurality of

television programs. The method may include causing a graphical playback status

element to be displayed the graphical playback status element comprising a start point for

each television program of the plurality of television programs within the recording of the

television channel.

Embodiments of such a method may include one or more of the following: The plurality

of television programs may have been broadcast consecutively on the television channel.

The method may include recording the recording of the television channel, wherein the

recording of the television channel is recorded from a broadcast of the television channel.

The start point for each television program of the plurality of television programs may

have been denoted by a graphical indicator specific to the television program. For each

television program of the plurality of television programs the graphical indicator may

include a graphical showcard. The method may include receiving, from a user, a

selection of a graphical showcard for a television program of the plurality of television

programs. The method may include, in response to the selection of the graphical

showcard for the television program being received from the user, commencing playback

of the recording of the television channel at a playback time associated with the television

program. The method may include receiving, from a user, a selection of a first television

program from the plurality of television programs of the recording of the television

channel. The method may include causing the first television program selected by the

user to be presented via a display device. The method may include, at completion of

presentation of the first television program, causing a second television program from the

plurality of television programs of the recording of the television channel to be presented.

The first television program and the second television program may have been broadcast

consecutively. The method may include receiving, from a user, a selection of a first

television program from the plurality of television programs of the recording of the

television channel. The method may include causing the first television program selected

by the user to be presented via a display device. The method may include, at completion

of presentation of the first television program, causing a selection option to be presented

requesting input to indicate whether a second television program from the plurality of

television programs of the recording of the television channel is to be presented. The first



television program and the second television program may have been broadcast

consecutively.

In some embodiments, a non-transitory processor-readable medium for managing stored

television programs is presented. The non-transitory processor-readable medium may

include processor-readable instructions configured to cause one or more processors to

cause a recording of a television channel to be stored, wherein the recording of the

television channel comprises a plurality of television programs. The instructions may

cause the one or more processors to cause a graphical playback status element to be

displayed via a display device, the graphical playback status element comprising a start

point for each television program of the plurality of television programs within the

recording of the television channel. The start point for each television program of the

plurality of television programs is denoted by a graphical indicator specific to the

television program.

In an aspect, a computer-implemented method is disclosed. The method may include

identifying an indication of user interest of a program of a particular television channel

based on user interaction with a programming guide that displays first content. The

method may include generating, in response to identifying the indication of user interest

and for display within the programming guide, a selectable icon positioned in association

with a descriptor that identifies the particular television channel. The method may include

generating, in response to user selection of the selectable icon and for display within the

programming guide, an interactive pane that identifies at least one particular program that

is stored within an omnibus channel file containing a plurality of programs broadcast

consecutively on the particular television channel over a predefined period of time.

In an aspect, a system including one or more processors and a memory communicatively

coupled with and readable by the one or more processors is disclosed. The memory may

have stored therein processor-readable instructions which, when executed by the one or

more processors, cause the one or more processors to identify an indication of user

interest of a program of a particular television channel based on user interaction with a

programming guide that displays first content. The memory may have stored therein

processor-readable instructions which, when executed by the one or more processors,



cause the one or more processors to generate a selectable icon positioned in association

with a descriptor that identifies the particular television channel in response to identifying

the indication of user interest and for display within the programming guide. The memory

may have stored therein processor-readable instructions which, when executed by the one

or more processors, cause the one or more processors to generate an interactive pane that

identifies at least one particular program that is stored within an omnibus channel file

containing a plurality of programs broadcast consecutively on the particular television

channel over a predefined period of time in response to user selection of the selectable

icon and for display within the programming guide.

In an aspect, a non-transitory processor-readable medium comprising processor-readable

instructions is disclosed. The processor-readable instructions may be configured to cause

one or more processors to identify an indication of user interest of a program of a

particular television channel based on user interaction with a programming guide that

displays first content. The processor-readable instructions may be configured to cause

one or more processors to generate, in response to identifying the indication of user

interest and for display within the programming guide, a selectable icon positioned in

association with a descriptor that identifies the particular television channel. The

processor-readable instructions may be configured to cause one or more processors to

generate, in response to user selection of the selectable icon and for display within the

programming guide, an interactive pane that identifies at least one particular program that

is stored within an omnibus channel file containing a plurality of programs broadcast

consecutively on the particular television channel over a predefined period of time.

In an aspect, a computer-implemented method is disclosed. The method may include

scheduling a first program recording timer to record a particular program broadcast on a

particular television channel by a television service provider. The method may include

scheduling a second program recording timer to record a plurality of programs broadcast

consecutively on the particular television channel by the television service provider,

including the particular program. The method may include outputting, simultaneously for

display within a programming guide and in association with a descriptor of the particular

program, a first graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the first program



recording timer, and a second graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the second

program recording timer.

In an aspect, a system including one or more processors and a memory communicatively

coupled with and readable by the one or more processors is disclosed. The memory may

have stored therein processor-readable instructions which, when executed by the one or

more processors, cause the one or more processors to store a first program recording

timer to record a particular program broadcast on a particular television channel by a

television service provider. The memory may have stored therein processor-readable

instructions which, when executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more

processors to store a second program recording timer to record a plurality of programs

broadcast consecutively on the particular television channel by the television service

provider, including the particular program. The memory may have stored therein

processor-readable instructions which, when executed by the one or more processors,

cause the one or more processors to output, for simultaneous display within a

programming guide and in association with a descriptor of the particular program, a first

graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the first program recording timer, and a

second graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the second program recording

timer.

In an aspect, a non-transitory processor-readable medium comprising processor-readable

instructions is disclosed. The processor-readable instructions may be configured to cause

one or more processors to store a first program recording timer to record a particular

program broadcast on a particular television channel by a television service provider. The

processor-readable instructions may be configured to cause one or more processors to

store a second program recording timer to record a plurality of programs broadcast

consecutively on the particular television channel by the television service provider,

including the particular program. The processor-readable instructions may be configured

to cause one or more processors to output, simultaneously for display within a

programming guide and in association with a descriptor of the particular program, a first

graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the first program recording timer, and a



second graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the second program recording

timer.

In an aspect, a computer-implemented method is disclosed. The method may include

determining a current status of each one of a plurality of tuners of a television receiver in

response to receiving a request to allocate a tuner of the television receiver for the

recording of a particular broadcast program. The method may include assigning a ranking

to each one of the plurality of tuners based on an associated determined status. The

method may include generating a listing based on the ranking, wherein when selected a

particular tuner of ranking greater than each of other ones of the plurality of tuners is

allocated for the recording of the particular broadcast program.

In an aspect, a system including one or more processors and a memory communicatively

coupled with and readable by the one or more processors is disclosed. The memory may

have stored therein processor-readable instructions which, when executed by the one or

more processors, cause the one or more processors to determine a current status of each

one of a plurality of tuners of a television receiver based on a request to allocate a tuner

of the television receiver for the recording of a particular broadcast program. The

memory may have stored therein processor-readable instructions which, when executed

by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to assign a ranking to

each one of the plurality of tuners based on an associated determined status. The memory

may have stored therein processor-readable instructions which, when executed by the one

or more processors, cause the one or more processors to generate a listing based on the

ranking, wherein when selected a particular tuner of ranking greater than each of other

ones of the plurality of tuners is allocated for the recording of the particular broadcast

program.

In an aspect, a non-transitory processor-readable medium comprising processor-readable

instructions is disclosed. The processor-readable instructions may be configured to cause

one or more processors to, based on a request to allocate a tuner of a television receiver

for the recording of a particular broadcast program, determine a current status of each one

of a plurality of tuners of the television receiver. The processor-readable instructions may

be configured to cause one or more processors to assign a ranking to each one of the



plurality of tuners based on an associated determined status. The processor-readable

instructions may be configured to cause one or more processors to generate a listing

based on the ranking, wherein when selected a particular tuner of ranking greater than

each of other ones of the plurality of tuners is allocated for the recording of the particular

broadcast program.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A further understanding of the nature and advantages of various embodiments may be

realized by reference to the following figures. In the appended figures, similar

components or features may have the same reference label. Further, various components

of the same type may be distinguished by following the reference label by a dash and a

second label that distinguishes among the similar components. If only the first reference

label is used in the specification, the description is applicable to any one of the similar

components having the same first reference label irrespective of the second reference

label.

FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a satellite television distribution system.

FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of a television receiver that is configured to present

various graphical interfaces via a display device.

FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a control for managing playback of stored television

programs.

FIG. 4 illustrates another embodiment of a control for managing playback of stored

television programs.

FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of a control for managing playback of stored television

programs from multiple television channels.

FIG. 6 illustrates another embodiment of a control for managing playback of stored

television programs from multiple television channels.

FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of a control for receiving user input following playback

of a television program being completed.



FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of a control for receiving user input following

playback of a television program being completed.

FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment of a method for managing playback of stored television

programs.

FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a method for managing playback of stored

television programs.

FIG 11 shows an example media content distribution system in which aspects of the

present disclosure may be implemented.

FIG. 12 shows aspects of the example system of FIG. 11 in further detail.

FIG. 13 shows a simplified block diagram of a television receiver of FIG. 11.

FIG. 14 shows a block diagram of particular components of the television receiver of

FIG. 13.

FIG. 15 shows a first example programming guide in accordance with the present

disclosure.

FIG. 16 shows the programming guide of FIG. 15 with first and second graphical

indicators associated with a particular program.

FIG. 1 shows a first example method in accordance with the present disclosure.

FIG. 18 shows a second example programming guide in accordance with the present

disclosure.

FIG. 19 shows the programming guide of FIG. 18 in a first modified state.

FIG. 20 shows the programming guide of FIG. 18 in a second modified state.

FIG. 2 1 shows the programming guide of FIG. 18 in a third modified state.

FIG. 22 shows the programming guide of FIG. 18 in a fourth modified state.

FIG. 23 shows a second example method in accordance with the present disclosure.



FIG. 24 shows an example method for selecting a particular tuner of a television receiver,

from among a plurality of tuners, to be used for the recording of particular broadcast

programming.

FIG. 25 shows a block diagram illustrating particular components of the primary

television receiver of FIG. 13.

FIG. 26 shows an example method for determining a current status of each of a plurality

of tuners of a television receiver.

FIG. illustrates an embodiment of a computer system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A television receiver may be configured to record multiple television channels over a

period of time. Further, such a television receiver may be configured to record one or

more television channels for a period of time during which multiple television programs

are broadcast. For example, a television receiver may be configured to record a

television channel on a daily basis from 6-10 PM. Such recording may be performed on

multiple channels simultaneously. For example, each major television network, such as

NBC, CBS, ABC, and FOX, may be recorded nightly during primetime (e.g., 7-10 PM).

Such recording may result in a large amount of programming being stored by the

television receiver such that the television programming is available for a user to

playback via a display device, such as a television or monitor, when desired. However,

conventional arrangements for allowing the user to interact with the stored recordings of

television programs may be inconvenient, inefficient, and/or undesirable.

In some embodiments, a single file is recorded for a television channel for a given

consecutive time period. During this time period, multiple television programs are

recorded. As such, the channel-specific file can contain multiple television programs.

When a playback status element is displayed, playback progress through the entire file

and the particular television program may be displayed. Further, visual indicators,

referred to as showcards, may be displayed; each showcard represents a television

program within the channel-specific file. As such, if a channel-specific file is devoted to

a day's primetime broadcasts on a television channel, a showcard may be displayed for



each television program broadcast on the television channel during primetime. In some

embodiments, playback status elements may be displayed for multiple television channels

simultaneously. For example, if two television channels were recorded over the same

period of time, a playback status element may be displayed for each of these television

channels simultaneously.

FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a satellite television distribution system 100. While

embodiments detailed herein may be applied to various television distribution systems,

including cable and IP, a satellite television distribution system is provided as an

example. Satellite television distribution system 100 may include: television service

provider system 110, satellite transmitter equipment 120, satellites 130, satellite dish 140,

television receiver 150, and display device 160. Alternate embodiments of satellite

television distribution system 100 may include fewer or greater numbers of components.

While only one satellite dish 140, television receiver 150, and display device 160

(collectively referred to as "user equipment") are illustrated, it should be understood that

multiple (e.g., tens, thousands, millions) instances of user equipment may receive

television signals from satellites 130.

Television service provider system 110 and satellite transmitter equipment 120 may be

operated by a television service provider. A television service provider may distribute

television channels, on-demand programming, programming information, and/or other

services to users. Television service provider system 110 may receive feeds of one or

more television channels from various sources. Such television channels may include

multiple television channels that contain the same content (but may be in different

formats, such as high-definition and standard-definition). To distribute such television

channels to users, feeds of the television channels may be relayed to user equipment via

one or more satellites via transponder streams. Satellite transmitter equipment 120 may

be used to transmit a feed of one or more television channels from television service

provider system 110 to one or more satellites 130. While a single television service

provider system 110 and satellite transmitter equipment 120 are illustrated as part of

satellite television distribution system 100, it should be understood that multiple instances

of transmitter equipment may be used, possibly scattered geographically to communicate



with satellites 130. Such multiple instances of satellite transmitting equipment may

communicate with the same or with different satellites. Different television channels

may be transmitted to satellites 130 from different instances of transmitting equipment.

For instance, a different satellite dish of satellite transmitter equipment 120 may be used

for communication with satellites in different orbital slots.

Satellites 130 may be configured to receive signals, such as streams of television

channels, from one or more satellite uplinks such as satellite transmitter equipment 120.

Satellites 130 may relay received signals from satellite transmitter equipment 120 (and/or

other satellite transmitter equipment) to multiple instances of user equipment via

transponder streams. Different frequencies may be used for uplink signals 170 from

transponder stream 180. Satellites 130 may be in geosynchronous orbit. Each satellite

130 may be in a different orbital slot, such that the signal paths between each satellite,

transmitter equipment, and user equipment vary. Multiple satellites 130 may be used to

relay television channels from television service provider system 110 to satellite dish

140. Different television channels may be carried using different satellites. Different

television channels may also be carried using different transponders of the same satellite;

thus, such television channels may be transmitted at different frequencies and/or different

frequency ranges. As an example, a first and second television channel may be carried

on a first transponder of satellite 130-1 . A third, fourth, and fifth television channel may

be carried using a different satellite or a different transponder of the same satellite

relaying the transponder stream at a different frequency. A transponder stream

transmitted by a particular transponder of a particular satellite may include a finite

number of television channels, such as seven. Accordingly, if many television channels

are to be made available for viewing and recording, multiple transponder streams may be

necessary to transmit all of the television channels to the instances of user equipment.

Satellite dish 140 may be a piece of user equipment that is used to receive transponder

streams from one or more satellites, such as satellites 130. Satellite dish 140 may be

provided to a user for use on a subscription basis to receive television channels provided

by the television service provider system 110, satellite transmitter equipment 120, and/or

satellites 130. Satellite dish 140 may be configured to receive transponder streams from



multiple satellites and/or multiple transponders of the same satellite. Satellite dish 140

may be configured to receive television channels via transponder streams on multiple

frequencies. Based on the characteristics of television receiver 150 and/or satellite dish

140, it may only be possible to capture transponder streams from a limited number of

transponders concurrently. For example, a tuner of television receiver 150 may only be

able to tune to a single transponder stream from a transponder of a single satellite at a

time.

In communication with satellite dish 140 may be one or more sets of receiving

equipment. Receiving equipment may be configured to decode signals received from

satellites 130 via satellite dish 140 for display on a display device, such as display device

160. Receiving equipment may be incorporated as part of a television or may be part of a

separate device, commonly referred to as a set-top box (STB). Receiving equipment may

include a satellite tuner configured to receive television channels via a satellite. In FIG.

1, receiving equipment is present in the form of television receiver 150. As such,

television receiver 150 may decode signals received via satellite dish 140 and provide an

output to display device 160. FIG. 2 provides additional detail of a television receiver. A

television receiver is defined to include set-top boxes (STBs) and also circuitry having

similar functionality that may be incorporated with another device. For instance,

circuitry similar to that of a television receiver may be incorporated into a television. As

such, while FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of television receiver 150 as separate from

display device 160, it should be understood that in other embodiments, similar functions

may be performed by a television receiver integrated with display device 160.

Display device 160, which may be a television, monitor, or some other display device,

may be used to present video and/or audio decoded by television receiver 150.

Television receiver 150 may also output a display of one or more interfaces to display

device 160, such as an electronic programming guide (EPG).

Uplink signal 170-1 represents a signal between satellite transmitter equipment 120 and

satellite 130-1. Uplink signal 170-2 represents a signal between satellite transmitter

equipment 120 and satellite 130-2. Each of uplink signals 170 may contain streams of

one or more different television channels. For example, uplink signal 170-1 may contain



a certain group of television channels, while uplink signal 170-2 contains a different

grouping of television channels. Each of these television channels may be scrambled

such that unauthorized persons are prevented from accessing the television channels.

Transponder stream 180-1 represents a signal between satellite 130-1 and satellite dish

140. Transponder stream 180-2 represents a signal path between satellite 130-2 and

satellite dish 140. Each of transponder streams 180 may contain one or more different

television channels in the form of transponder streams, which may be at least partially

scrambled. For example, transponder stream 180-1 may include a first transponder

stream containing a first group of television channels, while transponder stream 180-2

may include a second transponder stream containing a different group of television

channels. A satellite may transmit multiple transponder streams to user equipment. For

example, a typical satellite may relay thirty-two transponder streams via corresponding

transponders to user equipment. Further, spot beams are possible. For example, a

satellite may be able to transmit a transponder stream to a particular geographic region

(e.g., to distribute local television channels to the relevant market). Different television

channels may be transmitted using the same frequency of the transponder stream to a

different geographic region.

FIG. 1 illustrates transponder stream 180-1 and transponder stream 180-2 being received

by satellite dish 140. For a first group of television channels, satellite dish 140 may

receive a transponder stream of transponder stream 180-1; for a second group of

channels, a transponder stream of transponder stream 180-2 may be received. Television

receiver 150 may decode the received transponder stream. As such, depending on which

television channel(s) are desired, a transponder stream from a different satellite (or a

different transponder of the same satellite) may be accessed and decoded by television

receiver 150. Further, while two satellites are present in satellite television distribution

system 100, in other embodiments greater or fewer numbers of satellites may be present

for receiving and transmitting transponder streams to user equipment.

Network 190 may serve as a secondary communication channel between television

service provider system 110 and television receiver 150. Via such a secondary

communication channel, bidirectional exchange of data may occur. As such, data may be



transmitted to television service provider system 110 via network 190. Data may also be

transmitted from television service provider system 110 to television receiver 150 via

network 190. Network 190 may be the Internet. While audio and video services may be

provided to television receiver 150 via satellites 130, feedback from television receiver

150 to television service provider system 110 may be transmitted via network 190.

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a satellite-based television channel distribution system.

It should be understood that at least some of the aspects of such a system may be similar

to a cable television distribution system. For example, in a cable television system, rather

than using satellite transponders, multiple RF channels on a cable may be used to

transmit streams of television channels. As such, aspects detailed herein may be

applicable to cable television distribution systems.

FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of television receiver 200, which may typically be in the

form of a separate device configured to be connected with a presentation device, such as

a television. Embodiments of television receiver 200 may include set top boxes (STBs).

As previously noted, in addition to being in the form of an STB, a television receiver may

be incorporated into another device, such as a television. For example, a television may

have an integrated television receiver (which does not involve an external STB being

coupled with the television). An STB may contain some or all of the components of

television receiver 200 and/or may be able to perform some or all of the functions of

television receiver 200. Accordingly, instances in this document referring to an STB and

steps being performed by an STB may also be performed, more generally, by a television

receiver.

FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment of television receiver 200 that is

configured to record omnibus channel files and extract a television program from a

recorded omnibus channel file. Television receiver 200 may be television receiver of

FIG. 1 and may be in the form of an STB that communicates with a display device such

as a television. Television receiver 200 may be incorporated as part of a television, such

as display device 160 of FIG. 1. Television receiver 200 may include: processors 210

(which may include control processor 210-1 and tuning management processor 210-2),

tuners 215, network interface 220, non-transitory computer-readable storage medium



225, electronic programming guide (EPG) database 230, control interface module 232,

bookmark database 234, television interface 235, networking information table (NIT)

240, digital video recorder (DVR) database 245, user interface 250, PID filters 255, smart

card 260, and/or descrambling engine 265. In other embodiments of television receiver

200, fewer or greater numbers of components may be present. It should be understood

that the various components of television receiver 200 may be implemented using

hardware, firmware, software, and/or some combination thereof. Functionality of

components may be combined; for example, functions of descrambling engine 265 may

be performed by tuning management processor 210-2. Further, functionality of

components may be spread among additional components; for example, PID filters 255

may be handled by separate hardware from program map table 257.

Processors 210 may include one or more specialized and/or general-purpose processors

configured to perform processes such as tuning to a particular channel, accessing and

displaying EPG information from EPG database 230, and/or receiving and processing

input from a user. For example, processors 210 may include one or more processors

dedicated to decoding video signals from a particular format, such as MPEG, for output

and display on a television and for performing decryption. It should be understood that

the functions performed by various modules of FIG. 2 may be performed using one or

more processors. As such, for example, functions of descrambling engine 265 may be

performed by control processor 210-1.

Control processor 210-1 may communicate with tuning management processor 210-2.

Control processor 210-1 may control the recording of television channels based on timers

stored in DVR database 245. Control processor 210-1 may initiate recording of a

television channel by sending a record command along with an indication of the

television channel to be recorded to tuning management processor 210-2. Control

processor 210-1 may not send a second record command (if additional recording is to

begin at the same time) until an acknowledgement that recording of the first television

channel has successfully been received and initiated by tuning management processor

210-2. Control processor 210-1 may also provide commands to tuning management

processor 210-2 when recording of a television channel is to cease. In addition to



providing commands relating to the recording of television channels, control processor

210-1 may provide commands to tuning management processor 210-2 that indicate

television channels to be output to audio/video decoder 233 for output to a presentation

device, such as a television.

Control processor 210-1 may also communicate with network interface 220 and user

interface 250. Control processor 210-1 may handle incoming data from network

interface 220 and user interface 250. Additionally, control processor 210-1 may be

configured to output data via network interface 220.

Tuners 215 may include one or more tuners used to tune to television channels, such as

television channels transmitted via satellite or cable. In the illustrated embodiment of

television receiver 200, three tuners are present (tuner 215-1, tuner 215-2, and tuner 215-

3). Each tuner contained in tuners 215 may be capable of receiving and processing a

transport stream of data from a satellite transponder (or a cable RF channel) at a given

time. This transport stream may contain audio and video data for multiple television

channels in addition to other data. As such, a single tuner may tune to a single

transponder (or, for a cable network, a single cable RF channel). If tuners 215 include

multiple tuners, one tuner may be used to tune to a television channel on a first

transponder stream for display using a television, while another tuner may be used to tune

to a television channel on a second transponder for recording and viewing at some other

time. If multiple television channels transmitted on the same transponder stream are

desired, a single tuner of tuners 215 may be used to receive the signal containing the

multiple television channels for presentation and/or recording. Tuners 215 may receive

commands from tuning management processor 210-2. Such commands may instruct

tuners 215 which frequencies are to be used for tuning.

Network interface 220 may be used to communicate via an alternate communication

channel with a television service provider. For example, the primary communication

channel may be via satellite (which may be unidirectional to the STB) and the alternate

communication channel (which may be bidirectional) may be via a network, such as the

Internet. Referring back to FIG. 1, television receiver 150 may be able to communicate

with television service provider system 110 via a network, such as the Internet. This



communication may be bidirectional: data may be transmitted from television receiver

150 to television service provider system 110 and from television service provider system

110 to television receiver 150. Referring back to FIG. 2, network interface 220 may be

configured to communicate via one or more networks, such as the Internet, to

communicate with television service provider system 110 of FIG 1. Information may be

transmitted and/or received via network interface 220.

Storage medium 225 may represent a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium.

Storage medium 225 may include memory and/or a hard drive. Storage medium 225 may

be used to store information received from one or more satellites and/or information

received via network interface 220. Storage medium 225 may store information related

to EPG database 230, and/or DVR database 245. In some embodiments, storage medium

225 may also be used to store various tables, such as NIT 240, PMT 257, and/or PAT.

Recorded television programs may be stored using storage medium 225. Storage

medium 225 may be partitioned or otherwise divided such that predefined amounts of

storage medium 225 are devoted to storage of omnibus channel files and user-selected

television programs.

EPG database 230 may store information related to television channels and the timing of

programs appearing on such television channels. EPG database 230 may be stored using

storage medium 225, which may be a hard drive. Information from EPG database 230

may be used to inform users of what television channels or programs are popular and/or

provide recommendations to the user. Information from EPG database 230 may provide

the user with a visual interface displayed by a television that allows a user to browse and

select television channels and/or television programs for viewing and/or recording.

Information used to populate EPG database 230 may be received via network interface

220 and/or via satellites, such as satellites 130 of FIG. 1 via tuners 215. For instance,

updates to EPG database 230 may be received periodically via satellite. EPG database

230 may serve as an interface for a user to control DVR functions of television receiver

200, and/or to enable viewing and/or recording of multiple television channels

simultaneously.



In addition to being used to provide users with information about scheduled

programming, information from EPG database 230 may be used to determine when

television programs begin and end for the purposes of recording. For instance, if a

channel-specific file is recorded that contains multiple television programs, the start and

end of time of specific television programs within the channel-specific file may be based

on the start and end times indicated in the EPG. Other data may be stored for the EPG

that may be useful in managing channel-specific files, such as series identifiers and

episode identifiers (which may be used by a television service provider to identify

particular television programs).

Audio/video decoder 233 may serve to convert encoded video and audio into a format

suitable for output to a display device. For instance, audio/video decoder 233 may

receive MPEG video and audio from storage medium 225 or descrambling engine 265 to

be output to a television. MPEG video and audio from storage medium 224 may have

been recorded to DVR database 245 as part of a previously-recorded television program.

Audio/video decoder 233 may convert the MPEG video and audio into a format

appropriate to be displayed by a television or other form of display device and audio into

a format appropriate to be output from speakers, respectively.

Television interface 235 may serve to output a signal to a television (or another form of

display device) in a proper format for display of video and playback of audio. As such,

television interface 235 may output one or more television channels, and stored television

programming from storage medium 225 (e.g., television programs from DVR database

245 and/or information from EPG database 230) to a television for presentation.

The Network Information Table (NIT) 240 may store information used by television

receiver 200 to access various television channels. NIT 240 may be stored locally by a

processor, such as by tuning management processor 210-2. Information used to populate

NIT 240 may be received via satellite (or cable) through tuners 215 and/or may be

received via network interface 220 from the television service provider. As such,

information present in NIT 240 may be periodically updated. In some embodiments, NIT

240 may be locally-stored by television receiver 200 using storage medium 225.

Generally, NIT 240 may store information about a service provider network, such as a



satellite-based service provider network. Information that may be present in NIT 240

may include: television channel numbers, satellite identifiers, frequency identifiers and/or

transponder identifiers for various television channels. In some embodiments, NIT 240

may contain additional data or additional tables may be stored by the television receiver.

For example, specific audio PIDs and video PIDs may not be present in NIT 240; a

channel identifier may be present within NIT 240 which may be used to look up the audio

PIDs and video PIDs in another table, such as a program map table (PMT). In some

embodiments, a PID associated with the data for the PMT is indicated in a separate table,

program association table (PAT), which is not illustrated in FIG. 2 . A PAT may be

stored by the television receiver in a similar manner to the NIT. For example, a PMT

may store information on audio PIDs, video PIDs, and/or ECM (entitlement control

message) PIDs for television channels that are transmitted on a transponder frequency.

Table 1 provides a simplified example of NIT 240 for several television channels. It

should be understood that in other embodiments, many more television channels may be

represented in NIT 240. NIT 240 may be periodically updated by a television service

provider. As such, television channels may be reassigned to different satellites and/or

transponders, and television receiver 200 may be able to handle this reassignment as long

as NIT 240 is updated.

Table 1

Based on information in the NIT, it may be possible to determine the proper satellite and

transponder to which to tune for a particular television channel. In some embodiments,

the NIT may list a particular frequency to which to tune for a particular television

channel. Once tuned to the proper satellite/transponder/frequency, a known PMT PID



may be used to retrieve a program map table that indicates the PIDs for audio and video

streams of television channels transmitted by that transponder.

It should be understood that the values provided in Table 1 are for example purposes

only. Actual values, including how satellites and transponders are identified, may vary.

Additional information may also be stored in NIT 240. Additional information on how

NIT 240, as indicated in Table 1, may be used is provided in reference to FIG. 3 .

A Digital Video Recorder (DVR) may permit a television channel to be recorded for a

period of time. DVR functionality of television receiver 200 may be managed by control

processor 210-1. Control processor 210-1 may coordinate the television channel, start

time, and stop time of when recording of a television channel is to occur. DVR database

245 may store information related to the recording of television stations. DVR database

245 may store timers that are used by control processor 210-1 to determine when a

television channel should be tuned to and its programs recorded to DVR database 245 of

storage medium 225. In some embodiments, a limited amount of storage medium 225

may be devoted to DVR database 245. Timers may be set by the television service

provider and/or one or more users of television receiver 200.

The DVR functionality of control processor 210-1 may have multiple modes. First, the

DVR functionality of control processor 210-1 may be configured to record individual

television programs selected by a user to DVR database 245. Using EPG database 230, a

user may select a particular television program. Based on the date, time period, and

television channel indicated by EPG database 230, Control processor 210-1 may record

the associated television program to DVR database 245. Second, DVR database 245 may

be used to store recordings of predefined periods of time on one or more television

channels. These predefined periods of time may include one or more television

programs. For example, primetime on a particular television network may be recorded

each weekday night. Further, multiple television channels may be recorded for such

predefined periods of time. Such recording of television channels for predefined periods

of time may be defined by the television service provider.

As an example of this second mode of DVR functionality, a television service provider

may configure television receiver 200 to record television programming on multiple,



predefined television channels for a predefined period of time, on predefined dates. For

instance, a television service provider may configure television receiver 200 such that

television programming may be recorded from 7 to 10 PM on NBC, ABC, CBS, and

FOX on each weeknight. If a television program is selected for recording by a user and is

also specified for recording by the television service provider, the user selection may

serve as an indication to save the television program for an extended time (beyond the

time which the predefined recording would otherwise be saved).

User interface 250 may include a remote control (physically separate from television

receiver 200) and/or one or more buttons on television receiver 200 that allow a user to

interact with television receiver 200. User interface 250 may be used to select a

television channel for viewing, view information from EPG database 230, and/or

program a timer stored to DVR database 245, wherein the timer is used to control the

DVR functionality of control processor 210-1.

Referring back to tuners 215, television channels received via satellite (or cable) may

contain at least some scrambled data. Packets of audio and video may be scrambled to

prevent unauthorized users (e.g., nonsubscribers) from receiving television programming

without paying the television service provider. When a tuner of tuners 215 is receiving

data from a particular transponder of a satellite, the transponder stream may be a series of

data packets corresponding to multiple television channels. Each data packet may

contain a packet identifier (PID), which, in combination with NIT 240 and/or PMT 257,

can be determined to be associated with a particular television channel. Particular data

packets, referred to as entitlement control messages (ECMs) may be periodically

transmitted. ECMs may be associated with another PID and may be encrypted; television

receiver 200 may use smart card 260 to decrypt ECMs. Decryption of an ECM may only

be possible if the user has authorization to access the particular television channel

associated with the ECM. When an ECM is determined to correspond to a television

channel being stored and/or displayed, the ECM may be provided to smart card 260 for

decryption.

When smart card 260 receives an encrypted ECM, smart card 260 may decrypt the ECM

to obtain some number of control words. In some embodiments, from each ECM



received by smart card 260, two control words are obtained. In some embodiments,

when smart card 260 receives an ECM, it compares the ECM to the previously received

ECM. If the two ECMs match, the second ECM is not decrypted because the same

control words would be obtained. In other embodiments, each ECM received by smart

card 260 is decrypted; however, if a second ECM matches a first ECM, the outputted

control words will match; thus, effectively, the second ECM does not affect the control

words output by smart card 260. Smart card 260 may be permanently part of television

receiver 200 or may be configured to be inserted and removed from television receiver

200.

Tuning management processor 210-2 may be in communication with tuners 215 and

control processor 210-1. Tuning management processor 210-2 may be configured to

receive commands from control processor 210-1 . Such commands may indicate when to

start/stop recording a television channel and/or when to start/stop causing a television

channel to be output to a television. Tuning management processor 210-2 may control

tuners 215. Tuning management processor 210-2 may provide commands to tuners 215

that instruct the tuners which satellite, transponder, and/or frequency to tune to. From

tuners 215, tuning management processor 210-2 may receive transponder streams of

packetized data. As previously detailed, some or all of these packets may include a PID

that identifies the content of the packet.

Tuning management processor 210-2 may be configured to create one or more PID filters

255 that sort packets received from tuners 215 based on the PIDs. When a tuner is

initially tuned to a particular frequency (e.g., to a particular transponder of a satellite), a

PID filter may be created based on a PID of PMT data. The PID of PMT data packets

may be known because it is stored as part of NIT 240 or another table, such as a PAT.

From the PMT data packets, PMT may be constructed by tuning management processor

210-2. Table 2 provides an exemplary extract of a PMT. PMT 257 may be specific to a

particular transponder. As such, if tuning to a different transponder occurs, a new PMT

may be created for the different transponder.



PID

4 1003 2383 2 119

5 2993 2727 2728

7 9238 1233 0129

13 0012 9348 -

Table 2

Accordingly, based on the information present in PMT 257, the audio and video PIDs for

specific television channels may be identified. A television channel may have multiple

audio PIDs due to a second audio program (SAP), which may be in a different language.

It should be understood that the values provided in Table 2 are for example purposes

only. Actual values may vary. Additional information or less information may also be

stored in PMT 257.

PID filters 255 may be configured to filter data packets based on PIDs. In some

embodiments, PID filters 255 are created and executed by tuning management processor

210-2. In other embodiments, separate hardware may be used to create and execute such

PID filters. Depending on a television channel selected for recording/viewing, a PID

filter may be created to filter the video and audio packets associated with the television

channel (based on the PID assignments present in PMT 257). For example, if a

transponder data stream includes multiple television channels, data packets,

corresponding to a television channel that is not desired to be stored or displayed by the

user, may be ignored by PID filters 255. As such, only data packets corresponding to the

one or more television channels desired to be stored and/or displayed may be filtered and

passed to either descrambling engine 265 or smart card 260; other data packets may be

ignored. For each television channel, a stream of video packets, a stream of audio

packets (one or both of the audio programs) and/or a stream of ECM packets may be

present, each stream identified by a PID. In some embodiments, a common ECM stream

may be used for multiple television channels. Additional data packets corresponding to

other information, such as updates to NIT 240, may be appropriately routed by PID filters



255. At a given time, one or multiple PID filters may be executed by tuning management

processor 210-2.

Descrambling engine 265 may use the control words output by smart card 260 in order to

descramble video and/or audio corresponding to television channels for storage and/or

presentation. Video and/or audio data contained in the transponder data stream received

by tuners 215 may be scrambled. Video and/or audio data may be descrambled by

descrambling engine 265 using a particular control word. Which control word output by

smart card 260 to be used for successful descrambling may be indicated by a scramble

control identifier present within the data packet containing the scrambled video or audio.

Descrambled video and/or audio may be output by descrambling engine 265 to storage

medium 225 for storage (in DVR database 245) and/or to audio/video decoder 233 for

output to a television or other presentation equipment via television interface 235.

Television receiver 200 may be configured to record channel-specific files that contain

multiple television programs. For example, processors 210 may be configured to cause

multiple television channels to be recorded to channel-specific files, in which each file

contains multiple television programs. These channel-specific files may be stored by

DVR database 245. A user may be permitted to select a channel-specific file or a specific

television program from within a channel-specific file for playback.

Control interface module 232 may contain data used to create various user interfaces that

allow a user to interact with stored channel-specific files. For example, embodiments of

such interfaces are described in relation to FIGS. 3-10. Bookmark database 234 may

contain bookmark files. A bookmark file may correspond to a specific channel-specific

file and may contain data about the television programs present within the channel-

specific file. A bookmark file may be created based on EPG data from EPG database

230. The bookmark file may indicate locations within the corresponding channel-specific

file as to where television programs, according to the EPG data, were scheduled to begin.

Bookmark files may be created by control processor 210-1 using data from EPG database

230.

For simplicity, television receiver 200 of FIG. 2 has been reduced to a block diagram;

commonly known parts, such as a power supply, have been omitted. Further, some



routing between the various modules of television receiver 200 has been illustrated. Such

illustrations are for exemplary purposes only. The state of two modules not being

directly or indirectly connected does not indicate the modules cannot communicate.

Rather, connections between modules of the television receiver 200 are intended only to

indicate possible common data routing. It should be understood that the modules of

television receiver 200 may be combined into a fewer number of modules or divided into

a greater number of modules. Further, the components of television receiver 200 may be

part of another device, such as built into a television. Also, while television receiver 200

may be used to receive, store, and present television channels received via a satellite, it

should be understood that similar components may be used to receive, store, and present

television channels via a cable network.

FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment 300 of a control for managing playback of stored

television programs. Embodiment 300 may be output by a television receiver, such as

television receiver 200 of FIG. 2, based on data received via a television distribution

system, such as satellite television distribution system 100 of FIG. 1. Embodiment 300

illustrates a display device 310 presenting a playback status element 320. In embodiment

300, a television channel-specific file is being played back by a television receiver. The

television receiver may have previously recorded a file that includes multiple television

programs broadcast simultaneously on the television channel. For example, the

television receiver may have recorded a television channel from 7-10PM, during which

multiple television programs were broadcast on the television channel. Information about

the television programs broadcast on the television channel during the period of time

during which recording occurred may be stored to a bookmark file by the television

receiver. Data for the bookmark file may have been created at least partially based on

EPG data, which may be from EPG database 230. In embodiment 300, a television

channel ("CBC"), was recorded from 7-10PM. During this period of time, four television

programs were broadcast: television program "Sharkland" indicated by showcard 350-1,

television program "True Friend" indicated by showcard 350-2, television program "So

Happy" indicated by showcard 350-3, and television program "SoCal Vaca" indicated by

showcard 350-4.



In illustrated embodiment 300, playback status element 320 includes a progress bar,

which indicates a start point 3 11 and an end point 312 for the channel-specific file. Start

point 3 11 may correspond to the time at which recording of the television channel

commenced. End point 312 may correspond to the time at which recording of the

television channel ended. In some embodiments, additionally or alternatively to

indicating the time at which recording commenced and ended, a recording timer may be

indicated that has the start time at time "0" and the end point being the amount of time of

recording. For example, in illustrated embodiment 300, the end point may be three hours.

Also within playback status element 320, start points and end points for particular

television programs are indicated, such as program start point 313 and program end point

314 for the television program "So Happy." Program end point 314 may also serve as the

start point for a television program broadcast after "So Happy."

Channel status 330 indicates the television channel, date, and time period for which the

television channel was recorded. The time period may include time periods during which

multiple television programs were broadcast on the television channel consecutively. To

be clear, "television program" is defined to include content broadcast on a television

channel. It may be a one-time production or part of a periodically recurring series.

Television programs are typically, at minimum, scheduled for thirty minutes, including

commercial breaks. Television programs do not include commercials, which may be

broadcast before, after, and during the broadcast of television programs. For example, if

a television program is scheduled for thirty minutes, that broadcast period may include

several minutes at the beginning and/or end of commercials. Further, during the

broadcast of the television program, multiple commercials may be present.

In some embodiments, by selecting channel status 330, a user may be permitted to select

a different television channel, date, and/or time period for playback. For example,

multiple other television channels may have been recorded during the same time period

and/or date as channel "CBC." Recordings of these television channels may also be

available for playback in the form of a channel-specific file that contains multiple

television programs. As such, if channel status 330 is selected, a user may be prompted

to select a different channel, date, and/or time period.



If one or more other television channels were recorded during the same time period, these

other television channels may have been received by the television receiver via a same

tuner. A single tuner of a television receiver may be used to receive each of the

television channels over a same period of time for recording if the multiple television

channels are broadcast as part of a same transponder stream. As such, multiple television

channels may be received and recorded while limiting the number of tuners required to

receive the television channels to one.

In illustrated embodiment 300, playback status element 320 includes a progress bar on

which the times at which various television programs begin are indicated. It should be

understood that in other embodiments, playback status element 320 may include a display

arrangement other than a progress bar. In illustrated embodiment 300, an indication of a

start time of each television program within the channel-specific file is indicated. These

start times may be based on the scheduled start time as indicated by EPG data. EPG data

may be used to create a bookmark file containing information about each television

program present within the channel-specific file (e.g., a start time, a name of the

television program, graphical data for a showcard, etc.)

The start time of each television program is indicated in playback status element 320 by a

showcard. A showcard may include text and/or a graphic that is indicative of the

television program. For simplicity, in embodiment 300, text that indicates the title of the

television program is used. In other embodiments, a graphic that is indicative of the

television program may be used. For example, when a television program is selected or

highlighted based on user input in an EPG display created by a television receiver,

"poster art" for the television program may be presented. This poster art may show an

image selected to represent the television show, such as the major actors and/or actresses

from the television show posing and/or may include the title of the television program.

This poster art may be received and stored by the television receiver for use in an EPG

display. This poster art may be received by the television receiver via the television

service provider's network, such as a satellite-based television distribution network. In

addition to using such poster art for display when the television program is selected via

an EPG display, the poster art may be used for showcards 350. In some embodiments, a



screenshot from the recorded television program may be used for the showcard. This

screenshot may be selected by the television service provider, be randomly chosen, or be

selected from a preselected point in time within the recording of the television program.

Showcard 350-1 indicates that the television show "Shark Land" begins at 7:00 PM.

Showcard 350-2 indicates that the television show "True Friend", which airs immediately

after "Shark Land" was recorded as part of the same channel-specific file, begins at a

later time. In some embodiments, a time may be indicated for the start of "True Friend."

For each showcard, some form of indicator may be present on a progress bar, such as a

line associated with each showcard 350, which indicates the point on the progress bar at

which the television programs associated with the showcard begins. In illustrated

embodiment 300, the start of "True Friend," as indicated by showcard 350-2 signals the

end of "Shark Land." The amount of space along the progress bar between the indicated

start points of television programs may be indicative of the length of time of the

television program (e.g., twice as much space may be present for a television program

that is an hour long compared to a television program that is 30 minutes long).

Playback indicator 340 indicates the current point in playback. As such, while, for

simplicity, not illustrated in FIG. 3, a frame from "Shark Land" which is 27 minutes,

thirteen seconds into the scheduled broadcast time of "Shark Land" may be displayed

behind playback status element 320. As the point in playback of the channel-specific file

changes, the location of playback indicator 340 may change. In illustrated embodiment

300, continuous playback may result in the playback indicator 340 moving from start

point 311 to end point 312 over a time period of three hours.

Playback status element 320 may only be displayed when a user has provided a "pause"

or "stop" command to the television receiver regarding playback of the channel-specific

file. In some embodiments, while the channel-specific file is being played back,

playback status element 320 may be displayed. Such display may be based on a user

providing a "playback status" or similar command. In some embodiments, whenever a

new television program begins or ends being played back, playback status element 320 is

displayed for a predefined period of time (e.g., 10 seconds).



Playback status element 320 may be presented before the entire channel-specific file has

been recorded. For example, a user may be permitted to begin playback of a portion of

the channel-specific file before the entire file has been recorded. As an example, a user

may be permitted to watch "Shark Land" while recording of the file (e.g., a later portion

of "Shark Land" or a later broadcast television program) is occurring. Portions of the

channel-specific file that have yet to be recorded may be displayed differently in

playback status element 320. For instance, portions of the status bar and/or showcards

that correspond to unrecorded portions of the channel-specific file may be grayed out to

indicate unavailability. Similar playback during recording may also occur in relation to

the other embodiments detailed herein.

The television program names, television channel name, number of television programs,

time period, and the specific arrangement of graphical elements of embodiment 300 are

for example purposes only. It should be understood that the examples and details

provided in relation to embodiment 300 may be applied to various implementations of

similar presentation techniques that allows a user to interact with recorded television

programs.

FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment 400 of a control for managing playback of stored

television programs. Embodiment 400 may be output by a television receiver, such as

television receiver 200 of FIG. 2, based on data received via a television distribution

system, such as satellite television distribution system 100 of FIG. 1. Due to size

limitation of the display device presenting a playback status element, such as playback

status element 320, a desire to obscure less of a television program being presented in the

background, and/or some other reason, showcards may be decreased in size or hidden

unless selected by a user or currently being played. It should be understood that

embodiment 400 may be an alternate embodiment of embodiment 300 of FIG. 3; as such,

aspects of embodiment 300 may be incorporated with embodiment 400.

In playback status element 410 of FIG. 4, a user has selected "So Happy." This user

input may involve a user providing input via a remote control that is in communication

with the television receiver that output playback status element 410. In embodiment 400,

the selected showcard 450-3 is presented larger (in a large format) than other showcards



(which are presented in a small format). As such, showcard 450-3 is larger (thus making

its graphics and/or text more easily viewable) than showcards 450-1, 450-2, and 450-3.

If a user provides input to the television receiver selecting a different showcard, such as

showcard 450-4, showcard 450-3 may be shrunk in size while showcard 450-4 would be

grown in size. Whether a showcard of showcards 450 is displayed in a small or large

format may affect its content: graphics and/or text may be present in a large format

showcard while only text may be shown in a small format showcard. In some

embodiments, poster art for a television program may be presented only if the showcard

is a large format showcard.

A user may be able to select a showcard by manipulating a user input device, such as a

remote control. When a showcard is selected, such as showcard 450-3, it may be

presented in a large format. A second user input, such as a "click" or other "OK"

selection, may result in the television program associated with the selected showcard

being played. In embodiment 400, a user has selected showcard 450-3. Input may be

received from the user indicating playback of "So Happy" is to commence, thus resulting

in playback indicator 340 jumping to the time associated with the beginning of "So

Happy." Thus playback indicator 340 would become playback indicator 420. This start

time may be based on a bookmark file created based on EPG data stored by the television

receiver. To a user, the change results in a different television program commencing

playback; functionally, the television receiver is changing a playback location within a

single channel-specific file. In some embodiments, showcard 450-3 may remain in a

large format while the associated television program is being played back. As such, the

television program currently being played back and/or a selected showcard may be

presented in a large format.

It should be understood that in other embodiments, other arrangements may be used for

emphasizing a showcard rather than presenting it in a large format. For instance,

showcards may be shown in black and white, unless selected. If selected, the showcards

may be shown in color. Other uses of color for highlighting or selecting may be possible.

In some embodiments, if a television program is not selected, its associated showcard

may be hidden. As such, in an alternate of embodiment 400, showcards 450-1, 450-2,



and 450-4 may not be displayed. In some embodiments, such showcards which are not

selected may be more transparent than showcard 450-3 (thus allowing a television

program being displayed behind playback status element 410 to be viewed.

The television program names, television channel name, number of television programs,

time period, and the specific arrangement of graphical elements of embodiment 400 are

for example purposes only. It should be understood that the examples and details

provided in relation to embodiment 400 may be applied to various implementations of

similar presentation techniques that allow a user to interact with recorded television

programs.

FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment 500 of a control for managing playback of stored

television programs from multiple television channels. Embodiment 500 may be output

by a television receiver, such as television receiver 200 of FIG. 2, based on data received

via a television distribution system, such as satellite television distribution system 100 of

FIG. 1. Embodiment 500 illustrates an alternative control which may be presented to a

user to control playback of multiple television programs. It should be understood that

embodiment 500 may be an alternate embodiment of embodiment 300 of FIG. 3 and/or

embodiment 400 of FIG. 4; as such, aspects of embodiments 300 and 400 may be

incorporated with embodiment 400.

Playback status element 510 indicates multiple television channels which were recorded

during an overlapping time period on a same day. Channel-specific indicator 520-1,

channel-specific indicator 520-2, channel-specific indicator 520-3, and channel-specific

indicator 520-4 are each associated with a different television channel recorded during a

period of time. Each of these television channels may have been recorded over a same

time period. Each of these television channels may have been received for recording

using a single tuner of a television receiver. Each channel-specific indicator of channel-

specific indicators 520 may have text and/or graphics specific to the television channel.

As an example, a channel-specific indicator for NBC may be NBC's peacock graphic,

while CBS's channel-specific indicator could be the CBS "eye" graphic. In illustrated

embodiment 500, the channel associated with channel-specific indicator 520-4 is selected

for playback control, as indicated by selection graphic 521 highlighting details of a file



associated with channel-specific indicator 520-4. A user may be permitted to select

another television channel for playback by selecting a different channel-specific indicator

using a user input device. Each channel-specific indicator of channel-specific indicators

520 may be associated with a particular file recorded over a time period for the television

channel. A file covering a same time period on a same day may have been recorded by

the television receiver for each of the television channels. In some embodiments, a single

tuner of the television receiver may have been used to receive each of the four channels

over the same period of time. A separate file may be created for each channel. As such,

a selection of a channel-specific indicator of channel-specific indicators 520 may result in

a different channel-specific file being selected for playback.

Since channel-specific indicator 520-4 is selected, details regarding playback of the

associated channel-specific file are displayed via selection graphic 521. Each television

program present within this channel-specific file is indicated. For example, television

program 540-1 has text indicating the title of a television program within the television

channel-specific file. Times 550 indicate start and end times for the associated channel-

specific file (time 550-1 and time 550-5) and individual television programs within the

channel-specific file. For example, television program 540-1 begins at time 550-3 and

ends at time 550-4. Graphic 541 may be associated with television program 540-2.

Graphic 541 may be an icon associated with the specific television program, may indicate

the type of television program (e.g., sitcom, drama, movie), may indicate a rating of the

television program (e.g., G, PG, R), or may have some other meaning. Playback

indicator 545 indicates the current playback location within the channel-specific file

being played back. A time may be presented that is associated with playback indicator

545, the time indicating the time remaining in the playback of the channel-specific file

and/or the time remaining in the playback of the specific television program.

In illustrated embodiment 500, only a single showcard is presented at a given time. As

such, by selecting a television program 540-1, showcard 530 may be presented, with

poster art specific to that television program. A user may select graphical element 535 to

cause the television receiver to commence playback of television program 540-1 . In

illustrated embodiment 500, the user may be permitted to manipulate cursor 512 to



provide input via playback status element 510. Showcard 530 and graphical element 535

may be presented as part of pop-up 531, which is specific to television program 540-1.

The content of pop-ups for other television programs may vary.

User input, such as a user manipulating an up or down arrow on a user input device, may

result in a channel-specific file associated with a different television channel being

selected. Each of these other channel-specific files may have been recorded during a

same period of time as the television channel associated with channel-specific indicator

520-4. If another television channel is selected, such as the channel associated with

channel-specific indicator 520-2, a status bar associated with the channel represented by

channel-specific indicator 520-2 may be presented. The television programming, start

times, and end times then presented correspond to the television channel represented by

channel-specific indicator 520-2. In order to keep the status bar located at the bottom of

the screen (which may be to limit how obscuring of the presently-displayed television

program), channel-specific indicator 520-2 may be moved to the illustrated location of

channel-specific indicator 520-4. In other embodiments, the status bar may be presented

directly next to the channel-specific indicator 520-2 at the location illustrated.

The television program names, television channel name, number of television programs,

time period, and the specific arrangement of graphical elements of embodiment 500 are

for example purposes only. It should be understood that the examples and details

provided in relation to embodiment 500 may be applied to various implementations of

similar presentation techniques that allow a user to interact with recorded television

programs.

FIG. 6 illustrates another embodiment 600 of a control for managing playback of stored

television programs from multiple television channels. Embodiment 600 may be output

by a television receiver, such as television receiver 200 of FIG. 2, based on data received

via a television distribution system, such as satellite television distribution system 100 of

FIG. 1.

In embodiment 600, a user may have selected the television channel associated with

channel indicator 520-3. As such, selection graphic 521 now displays details related to

the television channel associated with channel indicator 520-3. To do this, the television



receiver may have access to the bookmark file for details about the contents of the

channel-specific file associated with channel-specific indicator 520-3. The bookmark file

may contain details such as start and end times for television programs, the titles for

television programs, poster art for the television programs, and/or other EPG which may

be presented to the user. In some embodiments, the offset data, which indicates a file

position at which the television program begins, may be stored as part of the bookmark

file. This offset data may have been identified as the channel-specific file was being

recorded. For example, when a particular television program has begun recording

(according to a start time indicated in the EPG data), a "check size" command may be

processed to determine at what point in the sequential file the television program begins.

Further, the location of selection graphic 521 has been moved to correspond to a channel-

specific indicator 520-3. The start times, end times, television programs, and showcards

may be specific to the television programs stored as part of the channel-specific file

linked with channel-specific indicator 520-3. The time period during which this channel-

specific file was recorded may overlap or match the time period during which the

channel-specific file associated with channel-specific indicator 520-4 was recorded.

In embodiments 500 and 600, selection graphic 521 only displays an indication of a

single channel-specific file's content at a given time. In other embodiments, it should be

understood that an indication of the content of multiple television channels may be

presented simultaneously by a television receiver. For example, a status bar for each

channel-specific indicator may be presented simultaneously. In some embodiments, two,

three, or four status bars may be presented simultaneously as part of playback status

element 610.

In some embodiments, multiple television programs may be played back simultaneously,

such as via a picture-in-picture (PIP) arrangement or a split-screen arrangement. For

example, a user may indicate a first television program using playback status element 610

for primary playback and the user may indicate a second television program (which was

recorded as part of the same channel-specific file or a different channel-specific file) for

secondary playback (e.g., in a small portion of the screen). Such an arrangement may be

useful if the user is watching sports and wants to watch a less desired game via a PIP



arrangement. Therefore, it may be possible for a user to use playback status element 610

to select, for simultaneous playback, multiple television programs which were: broadcast

concurrently on different channels, broadcast at different times of the same television

channel, and/or broadcast on different television channels at different dates/times.

The television program names, television channel name, number of television programs,

time period, and the specific arrangement of graphical elements of embodiment 600 are

for example purposes only. It should be understood that the examples and details

provided in relation to embodiment 600 may be applied to various implementations of

similar presentation techniques that allow a user to interact with recorded television

programs.

Referring back to embodiment 300 of FIG. 3, playback indicator 340 indicates that

playback of "Shark Land" (and the channel-specific file) has occurred for 27 minutes and

13 seconds. In a short time thereafter, "Shark Land" is scheduled to end and "True

Friend" is scheduled to begin. In some embodiments, this next television program may

automatically begin to play. In such embodiments, playback status element 320 may be

temporarily displayed. In other embodiments, rather than the next television program

beginning to play, user input may be requested in order to determine whether or not the

next television program which was sequentially recorded as part of the channel-specific

file should be played. FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment 700 of a control for receiving

user input following playback of a television program being completed. Embodiment

700 may be output by a television receiver, such as television receiver 200 of FIG. 2,

based on data received via a television distribution system, such as satellite television

distribution system 100 of FIG. 1. Embodiment 700 may be presented following

playback of a television program or any of embodiments 300 through 600 being

completed.

Event status 710 may be a pop-up displayed over video being output by the television

receiver when a television program from a channel-specific file has completed being

played back. In some embodiments, the next television program recorded as part of the

channel-specific file may begin playing in the background on the display device. In other



embodiments, playback of the channel-specific file may be paused or stopped until user

input is received in the event status 710.

In the illustrated embodiment 700, showcard 720 of poster art for the television program

that is completed being played back is displayed as part of event status 710. In some

embodiments, a showcard for the next television program recorded as part of the channel-

specific file may be presented additionally or instead. Upcoming program indicator 730

may indicate the next television program recorded as part of the channel-specific file.

Event status 710 may present a user with three options. A first option may be to watch

the next television program that was recorded as part of the channel-specific file. For

example, referring back to embodiment 300, if event status 710 is presented following the

conclusion of "Shark Land," the user may select option 740 in order to begin playback of

"True Friend." A second option may be to return to a DVR menu via select option 750.

The DVR menu may allow the user to select a different channel and/or date in order to

select other television programming for playback. In some embodiments, a return to the

DVR menu may automatically occur if the user has selected a specific television program

for playback rather than a channel-specific file for playback. As an example of this,

referring to embodiment 300, if the user selected "CBC" 7/27/12 for playback, event

status 710 may be presented upon conclusion of playback of the television program of the

channel-specific file being completed. If the user had specifically selected "True Friend"

for playback (e.g., via a DVR television program listing), event status 710 may not be

presented, but rather the television receiver may return to a DVR menu. A third option

may be for the user to provide input causing the television receiver to switch to live

television via select option 760. This may result in the television receiver outputting

television programming currently being received on a television channel. The television

channel that is output for display by the television receiver may be the same television

channel as last output live or may be the television channel that previously broadcast the

television program which was recorded by the television receiver. For instance, referring

to embodiment 300, upon conclusion of "True Friend" being played back, event status

710 being displayed, and a user selecting select option 760, the television channel "CBC"

may be output live by the television receiver to a display device.



The television program names, television channel name, number of television programs,

time period, and the specific arrangement of graphical elements of embodiment 700 are

for example purposes only. It should be understood that the examples and details

provided in relation to embodiment 700 may be applied to various implementations of

similar presentation techniques that allow a user to interact with recorded television

programs.

FIG. 8 illustrates an embodiment 800 of a control for receiving user input following

playback of a television program being completed. Embodiment 800 may represent an

alternative embodiment of embodiment 700. As such, aspects of embodiment 800 may

be incorporated into embodiment 700; similarly, aspects of embodiment 700 may be

incorporated into embodiment 800. In embodiment 800, upon event status 810 being

displayed (such as, following a television program of a channel-specific file completing

playback), various other television programs that have been recorded as part of the same

and/or other channel-specific files may be indicated. The indicated television programs

may be similar in type (e.g., sitcom, drama) as the television program that has completed

playback.

A television service provider may identify television programs in suggestion region 820

that fans of the television program that has completed playback may enjoy. Suggestion

region 820 may use showcards for the suggested television programs. In some

embodiments, rather than showing suggested television programs, television programs

that were recorded over the same time period on other television channels may be

indicated in suggestion region 820. For example, if the television program that

completed playback was broadcast on 4/27/12 from 8 - 8:30 PM, television programs

recorded from a broadcast of another television channel on 4/27/12 from 8 - 8:30 PM

may be suggested to the user via suggestion region 820.

Using the previously-described television distribution systems and television receivers,

various methods may be performed to manage playback of stored television programs.

FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment of a method 900 for managing playback of stored

television programs. Each step of method 900 may be performed using the previously

described devices, components, and systems. More specifically, each step of method 900



may be performed by a television receiver, such as television receiver 200 of FIG. 2 . The

system that performs method 900 may be computerized, having at least some components

similar to computer system 1100 of FIG. 11. Means for performing each step of method

900 include one or more instances of all or a subset of the components presented in

relation to television receiver 200 of FIG. 2 and/or computer system 1100 of FIG. 11.

At step 905, EPG data for a television channel may be received and stored by a television

receiver. The EPG data may be transmitted to the television receiver via a television

service provider's network. For instance, if satellite-based, television distribution system

100 of FIG. 1 may be used to provide EPG data to a television receiver. In other forms of

television service provider networks, such as a cable-based television service provider

network, distribution of EPG data may be via cable. The EPG data received by the

television receiver may indicate: dates for television programs, channels for television

programs, start times for television programs, end times for television programs, titles

and descriptions for television programs, graphics for television programs (e.g., poster art

to be used for showcards), and/or additional information related to television programs

that are scheduled to be broadcast at some point in the future. EPG data may be received

ahead of the broadcast of the television program. For example, EPG data for a day of

television programming may be received approximately a week ahead of when the

television programming will be broadcast.

At step 910, the television channel may be recorded for a period of time. This may result

in a channel-specific file being created for the television channel. This channel-specific

file may contain multiple television programs. For example, a television channel may be

recorded over a period of time such as multiple hours. During this period of time, two or

more television programs may be broadcast on the television channel. Further, multiple

television channels may be recorded over the same period of time by the television

receiver. These multiple television channels may be received using a single tuner of the

television receiver. Further, these multiple television channels may be transmitted to the

television receiver via a single transponder stream by a television service provider, thus

allowing a single tuner to be used to receive the multiple television channels. The

recording of the television channel at step 910 may be managed by the television service



provider. The television service provider may configure the television receiver to record

a particular television channel over a particular time period. As an example of this, a

television service provider may configure television receivers of its subscribers to record

television programming on each of the four major television networks (ABC, CBS, NBC,

and FOX) from 7-10 PM nightly (using a single tuner of the subscriber's television

receiver).

At step 915, a bookmark file may be created for the channel-specific file recorded at step

910. Creation of the bookmark file may occur as recording of the television channel at

step 910 is performed. The bookmark file created at step 915 may contain some or all of

the EPG data related to television programs recorded as part of the channel-specific file.

Additional information may also be included in the bookmark file, such as an indication

of where individual television programs are located within the channel-specific file. In

some embodiments, a file offset may be used. For example, as a television channel-

specific file is being recorded at step 910, when EPG data indicates that a next television

program is scheduled to begin being broadcast, the file size of the channel-specific file

may be determined. This measured file size may serve as an offset to indicate the point

within the file at which the next television program is scheduled to begin. The offset may

be stored to the bookmark file for each television program recorded within the channel-

specific file.

At step 920, user input may be received requesting playback of the recording of the

television channel. For instance, the user may specify a television channel and a date for

which playback is requested. In some embodiments, the user may select a particular

television program which was recorded as part of the channel-specific file for playback.

As an example, referring to embodiment 300 of FIG. 3, a user may have selected

television channel "CBC", the date 7/27/12, and/or the time range 7-10 PM for playback.

At step 930, a playback status element may be presented for the television channel-

specific file recorded at step 910. Data used for displaying the playback status element at

step 930 may at least be partially based on the bookmark file created at step 915.

Embodiments 300, 400, 500, and 600 of FIGS 3-6, respectively, are examples of various

playback status elements which may be displayed at step 930. The playback status



element displayed by the television receiver at step 930 via a display device may allow

user input to be provided for selecting a different television channel-specific file

associated with the same or different television channel and/or for selecting a different

television program for playback. Other selections may also be made by a user, such as

those described in relation to embodiment 300 through 600. The playback status element

displayed at step 930 may be presented, for example, when playback is initially

requested, when a new television program begins playback, and/or when a user has

paused or stopped playback of the channel-specific file.

FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment 1000 of a method for managing playback of stored

television programs. Each step of method 1000 may be performed using the previously

described components and systems. More specifically, each step of method 1000 may be

performed by a television receiver, such as television receiver 200 of FIG. 2 . The system

that performs method 1000 may be computerized, having at least some components

similar to computer system 1100 of FIG. 11. Means for performing each step of method

1000 include one or more instances of all or a subset of the components presented in

relation to television receiver 200 of FIG. 2 and/or computer system 1100 of FIG. 11.

Method 1000 may represent a more detailed or alternate embodiment of method 900 of

FIG. 9 .

At step 1005, EPG data for multiple television channels may be received and stored by a

television receiver. The EPG data may be transmitted to the television receiver via a

television service provider's network. For instance, if satellite-based, television

distribution system 100 of FIG. 1 may be used to provide EPG data to a television

receiver. In other forms of television service provider networks, such as a cable-based

television service provider network, distribution of EPG data may be via cable. The EPG

data received by the television receiver may indicate: dates for television programs,

channels for television programs, start times for television programs, end times for

television programs, titles and descriptions for television programs, graphics for

television programs (e.g., poster art to be used for showcards), and/or additional

information related to television programs that are scheduled to be broadcast at some

point in the future. EPG data may be received ahead of the broadcast of the indicated



television programs. For example, EPG data for a day of television programming may be

received approximately a week ahead of when the television programming will be

broadcast.

At step 1010, the multiple television channels may be recorded concurrently for a period

of time. These television channels may be received using a single tuner of the television

receiver. This may result in a channel-specific file being created for each of the

television channels. The channel-specific files may each contain multiple television

programs. For example, one of the television channels may be recorded over a period of

time such as multiple hours. During this period of time, two or more television programs

may be broadcast on the television channel. The multiple television channels may be

transmitted to the television receiver via a single transponder stream by a television

service provider, thus allowing the single tuner to be used to receive the multiple

television channels. The recording of the television channel at step 1010 may be

managed by the television service provider. The television service provider may

configure the television receiver to record a particular television channel over a particular

time period. As an example of this, a television service provider may configure

television receivers of its subscribers to record television programming on each of the

four major television networks (ABC, CBS, NBC, and FOX) from 7-10 PM nightly

(using a single tuner of the subscriber's television receiver).

At step 1015, a bookmark file may be created for each channel-specific file recorded at

step 1010. Creation of each bookmark file may occur as recording of the television

channel at step 1010 is performed. The bookmark files created at step 1015 may contain

some or all of the EPG data related to television programs recorded as part of the

channel-specific files. Additional information may also be included in the bookmark

files, such as an indication of where individual television programs are located within the

channel-specific files. In some embodiments, a file offset may be used for such location

identification. For example, as a television channel-specific file is being recorded at step

1010, when EPG data indicates that a time has been reached when the next television

program is scheduled to begin being broadcast, the file size of the channel-specific file

may be determined. This measured file size may serve as an offset to indicate the point



within the file at which the next television program is scheduled to begin. The offset may

be stored to the bookmark file for each television program recorded within the channel-

specific file.

At step 1020, user input may be received requesting playback of one of the recordings of

the television channels. For instance, the user may specify one of the television channels

and a time/date for which playback is requested. In some embodiments, the user may

select a particular television program which was recorded as part of the channel-specific

file for playback. As an example, referring to embodiment 300 of FIG. 3, a user may

have selected television channel "CBC", the date 7/27/12, and/or the time range 7-10 PM

for playback.

At step 1030, a playback status element may be presented for one or more of the

television channel-specific files recorded at step 1010. In some embodiments the

playback status element may only indicate the television channel currently selected for

playback (such as embodiment 300 of FIG. 3). In other embodiments the playback status

element may indicate multiple television channels (possibly that were recorded at the

same time) that are available for playback (such as embodiment 500 of FIG. 5). Data

used for displaying the playback status element at step 1030 may at least be partially

based on the bookmark file created at step 1015. Embodiments 300, 400, 500, and 600 of

FIGS 3-6, respectively, are examples of various playback status elements which may be

displayed at step 1030. The playback status element displayed by the television receiver

at step 1030 via a display device may allow user input to be provided for selecting a

different television channel-specific file associated with the same or different television

channel and/or for selecting a different television program for playback. Other selections

may also be made by a user, such as those described in relation to embodiment 300

through 600. The playback status element displayed at step 1030 may be presented, for

example, when playback is initially requested, when a new television program begins

playback, and/or when a user has paused or stopped playback of the channel-specific file.

At step 1040, playback of the selected television channel and/or selected television

program may be played back from one of the television channel-specific files recorded at

step 1010. When a television program that is part of the channel-specific file being



played back has completed according to the corresponding bookmark file created at step

1015, method 1000 may proceed to step 1050 or step 1060, depending on the

embodiment. At step 1050, when the television program has completed playback, the

next television program within the same channel-specific file may commence playback.

The playback status element may be displayed for a predefined period of time when such

playback begins. The next television program may correspond to the television program

that was broadcast (and thus recorded) immediately following the television program that

was played back at step 1040. Embodiments of method 1000 may proceed to step 1050

when a channel-specific file is selected for playback rather than a specific television

program from within the channel-specific file being selected for playback.

In some embodiments, method 1000 may proceed to step 1060 from step 1040. At step

1060, when playback of the first television program played back at step 1040 is complete,

an event status may be presented to the user. For example, an event status such as in

embodiments 700 and 800 of FIGS. 7 and 8, respectively, may be presented. Such event

statuses may allow a user to provide input as to whether the next television program

recorded as part of the channel-specific file is to be played back, to return to a DVR

menu, switch to live television broadcasts, or some other option.

At step 1070, user input indicating the selected option may be received. Such input may

be received from a remote control or some other form of input device by the television

receiver. At step 1075, the user input is analyzed to determine if, for example, the user

has indicated that the next television program recorded as part of the channel-specific file

is to be played back. If the first television program played back at step 1040 was the last

recorded television program within the channel-specific file, the option of continued

playback may not be available to the user (or the option may switch to a channel-specific

file for the same channel from a different date or a channel-specific file for a different

channel). If the user selects continued playback of the channel-specific file, at step 1080

the second television program may be played back. This second television program may

have been recorded as part of the channel-specific file at step 1010 on the same television

channel as the first channel when the first television program was completed being

broadcast.



At step 1075, if a user indicates that playback of the next recorded television program

within the channel-specific file is not to occur, method 1000 may proceed to step 1090.

At step 1090, some other action may be performed, such as returning to a DVR menu.

Referring now to FIG. 11 an example media content distribution system 1100 is shown in

which aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented. For brevity, the system

1100 is depicted in a simplified and conceptual form, and may generally include more or

fewer systems, devices, networks, and/or other components as desired. Further, number

and type of features or elements incorporated within the system 1100 may or may not be

implementation-specific, and at least some of the aspects of the system 1100 may be

similar to a cable television distribution system, an IPTV (Internet Protocol Television)

content distribution system, and/or any other type of media or content distribution

system.

The example system 1100 may include a service provider 1102, a satellite uplink 1104, a

plurality of orbiting (e.g., geosynchronous) satellites 1106a-c, a satellite dish 1108, a PTR

(Primary Television Receiver) 1110, a plurality of secondary television receivers 1112a-

b, a plurality of televisions 1114a-c, and a plurality of computing devices 1116a-b. In the

present example, the PTR 1110 may at least include a content management engine 1118

or a tuner allocation engine 1119. The content management engine 1118 may in one

aspect be configured to manage multiple content storage arrangements of a DVR

database, as discussed further below. The tuner allocation engine 1119 may in one aspect

be configured for selecting a particular tuner of the PTR 1110 for recording particular

programming in accordance with the present disclosure, as discussed further below.

The system 1100 may also include at least one network 1120 that establishes a b i

directional communication path for data transfer between and among the PTR 1110,

secondary television receivers 1112a-b, televisions 1114a-c, and computing devices

1116a-b of the example system 1100. In some embodiments, the network 1120 may

further establish a bi-directional communication path (not shown) for data transfer

between the PTR 1110 and the service provider 1102. The network 1120 is intended to

represent any number of terrestrial and/or non-terrestrial network features or elements.

For example, the network 1120 may incorporate or exhibit any number of features or

elements of various wireless and/or hardwired packet-based communication networks



such as, for example, a WAN (Wide Area Network) network, a HAN (Home Area

Network) network, a LAN (Local Area Network) network, a WLAN (Wireless Local

Area Network) network, the Internet, a cellular communications network, and/or any

other type of communication network(s) configured such that data may be transferred

between and among respective elements of the example system 1100.

The PTR 1110, and the secondary television receivers 1112a-b, as described throughout

may generally be any type of television receiver, such as a STB (Set Top Box) for

example. In another example, the PTR 1110, and the secondary television receivers

1112a-b, may exhibit functionality integrated as part of or into a television, a DVR, a

computing device, such as a tablet computing device, or any other computing system or

device, as well as variations thereof. Further, the PTR 1110 and the network 1120,

together with the secondary television receivers 1112a-b, televisions 1114a-c, and

computing devices 1116a-b, may form at least a portion of a particular home computing

network, and may each be respectively configured such as to enable communications in

accordance with any particular communication protocol(s) and/or standard(s) including,

for example, TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol), DLNA/DTCP-IP

(Digital Living Network Alliance/Digital Transmission Copy Protection over Internet

Protocol), HDMI/HDCP (High-Definition Multimedia Interface/High-Bandwidth Digital

Content Protection), etc.

In practice, the satellites 1106a-c may be configured to receive uplink signals 1122a-b

from the satellite uplink 1104. In this example, the uplink signals 1122a-b may contain

one or more transponder streams of particular data or content, such as particular

television channel, that is supplied by the service provider 1102. For example, each of the

respective uplink signals 1122a-b may contain various media content such a plurality of

encoded HD (High Definition) television channels, various SD (Standard Definition)

television channels, on-demand programming, programming information, and/or any

other content in the form of at least one transponder stream, and in accordance with an

allotted carrier frequency and bandwidth. In this example, different media content may be

carried using different ones of the satellites 1106a-c. Further, different media content may

be carried using different transponders of a particular satellite (e.g., satellite 1106a); thus,

such media content may be transmitted at different frequencies and/or different frequency



ranges. For example, a first and second television channel may be carried on a first

carrier frequency over a first transponder of satellite 1106a, and a third, fourth, and fifth

television channel may be carried on second carrier frequency over a first transponder of

satellite 1106b, or, the third, fourth, and fifth television channel may be carried on a

second carrier frequency over a second transponder of satellite 1106a, and etc.

The satellites 1106a-c may further be configured to relay the uplink signals 1122a-b to

the satellite dish 1108 as downlink signals 1124a-b. Similar to the uplink signals 1122a-b,

each of the downlink signals 1124a-b may contain one or more transponder streams of

particular data or content, such as various encoded and/or at least partially electronically

scrambled television channels, on-demand programming, etc., in accordance with an

allotted carrier frequency and bandwidth. The downlink signals 1124a-b, however, may

not necessarily contain the same or similar content as a corresponding one of the uplink

signals 1122a-b. For example, the uplink signal 1122a may include a first transponder

stream containing at least a first group or grouping of television channels, and the

downlink signal 1124a may include a second transponder stream containing at least a

second, different group or grouping of television channels. In other examples, the first

and second group of television channels may have one or more television channels in

common. In sum, there may be varying degrees of correlation between the uplink signals

1122a-b and the downlink signals 1124a-b, both in terms of content and underlying

characteristics.

Continuing with the example implementation scenario, the satellite dish 1108 may be

provided for use to receive television channels, such as on a subscription basis, provided

by the service provider 1102, satellite uplink 1104, and/or satellites 1106a-c. For

example, the satellite dish 1108 may be configured to receive particular transponder

streams, or downlink signals 1124a-b, from one or more of the satellites 1106a-c. Based

on the characteristics of the PTR 1110 and/or satellite dish 1108, however, it may only be

possible to capture transponder streams from a limited number of transponders

concurrently. For example, a tuner of the PTR 1110 may only be able to tune to a single

transponder stream from a transponder of a single satellite, such as satellite 1106a, at a

time.



Additionally, the PTR 1110, which is communicatively coupled to the satellite dish 1108,

may subsequently select via tuner (see e.g., FIG. 13), decode, and relay particular

transponder streams to the television 1114c for display thereon. For example, the satellite

dish 1108 and the PTR 1110 may, respectively, be configured to receive, decode, and

relay at least one premium HD-formatted television channel to the television 1114c.

Programming or content associated with the HD channel may generally be presented

"live," or from a recording as previously stored on, by, or at the PTR 1110. In this

example, the HD channel may be output to the television 1114c in accordance with the

HDMI/HDCP content protection technologies. Other embodiments are possible. For

example, in some embodiments, the HD channel may be output to the television 1114c in

accordance with the MoCA® (Multimedia over Coax Alliance) home entertainment

networking standard. Still other embodiments are possible.

Further, the PTR 1110 may select via tuner, decode, and relay particular transponder

streams to one or both of the secondary television receivers 1112a-b, which may in turn

relay particular transponder streams to a corresponding one of the television 1114a and

the television 1114a for display thereon. For example, the satellite dish 108 and the PTR

1110 may, respectively, be configured to receive, decode, and relay at least one television

channel to the television 1114a by way of the secondary television receiver 1112a.

Similar to the above-example, the television channel may generally be presented "live,"

or from a recording as previously stored on the PTR 1110, and may be output to the

television 1114a by way of the secondary television receiver 1112a in accordance with a

particular content protection technology and/or networking standard. Other embodiments

are possible.

Still further, the satellite dish 1108 and the PTR 1110 may, respectively, be configured to

receive, decode, and relay at least one premium television channel to one or both of the

computing devices 1116a-b. Similar to the above-examples, the television channel may

generally be presented "live," or from a recording as previously stored on the PTR 1110,

and may be output to one or both of the computing devices 1116a-b in accordance with a

particular content protection technology and/or networking standard. Other embodiments

are possible.



Referring now to FIG. 12, aspects of the example system 1100 of FIG. 11 are shown in

further detail. In particular, the PTR 1110 may be configured to output an EPG

(Electronic Programming Guide) 1202 to and for presentation by at least the television

1114c. The EPG 1202 may at least present various information related to television

channels and the timing of programs or programming appearing on such television

channels, such as television channels as received from one or more of the satellites

1106a-c. For example, the EPG 1202 may display channel information associated with a

channel "2012," where a "Show SI" is listed as scheduled to appear on the channel

"2012" during a particular time period "9-10 PM" of a particular day, etc. In this

example, and assuming that a current time is sometime during the time period "9-10 PM"

of a particular day, a user may manipulate a cursor 1204 using a pointing device (not

shown) to select the "Show SI" for immediate viewing on the television 1114c. Other

embodiments are possible. For example, it is envisioned that any means consistent with

menu-driven navigation may be used to interact with the EPG 1202, and respective

elements of the EPG 1202.

The EPG 1202 may further display or otherwise present a first user-selectable icon 1206

that may be selected to set a recording timer to automatically record a particular program

for later viewing. In this example, the PTR 1110 may exhibit DVR functionality to record

programs or programming appearing on various channels as received from satellites

1106a-c. For example, and assuming that a current time is sometime prior the time period

"9-10 PM," such as a current time within the time period "8-9 PM" preceding the "9-10

PM" time period, a user may manipulate the cursor 1204 to select the "Show SI" as

displayed within the EPG 1202 for recording by the PTR 1110 for later viewing one or

more of the televisions 1114a-c and the computing devices 1116a-b.

For example, during or within the time period "8-9 PM" and following "selection" of the

"Show SI," as shown by stipple shading in FIG. 12, a user may manipulate the cursor

1204 to select the icon 1206 to set a particular "Timer N" to automatically record the

"Show SI" for later viewing. In this example, the "Timer N," where N is a non-zero

integer value, is shown within a timer list 1208 that may, in some embodiments, be

presented within the EPG 1202 (e.g., fully or at least partially superimposed over EPG

1202) in response to selection of the icon 1206. In general, the timer list 1208 may



itemize or include an inventory of all "currently" or "presently" enabled program

recording timers, along with particular information associated with each timer.

For example, the particular information may include a "Content Name" parameter, a

recording "Start" time parameter, a recording "Stop" time parameter, and other

parameters as desired. For example, in some embodiments, the information may include a

"Tuner" parameter that designates a particular tuner that is to be used to "tune" to the

"Show SI," such that the "Show SI" may be recorded for later viewing. In one

embodiment, the "Tuner" parameter may be manually set by a user. For example, and as

shown within the timer list 1208 of FIG. 12, a "Tuner 1" may have been manually set by

a user upon creation of the "Timer N." However, other embodiments are possible. For

example, in some embodiments, the "Tuner 1" may be a "default" tuner automatically set

by the PTR 1110 upon creation of the "Timer N." Still other embodiments are possible.

As may be understood based upon the preceding description, a user may use a stand

alone or integrated DVR, such as the PTR 1110, to record individual broadcast television

programming for viewing at a later time. A user may further may use the PTR 1110 to

record multiple instances of broadcast television programming, such as during television

Prime Time, or Primetime, which may for example be between or from 8-10 PM, 7-9

PM, 7-10 PM, etc., on any particular day. The recording of a television channel for such a

period of time may be defined by a television service provider, such as the service

provider 1102 shown in FIG. 11. During this period of time, at which the television

channel is recorded, multiple television programs may be broadcast on the television

channel. For example, sitcoms may tend to be scheduled for thirty minutes, including

commercials, and dramas may tend to be scheduled for an hour including commercials.

Recording of a television channel, such as during Primetime, for multiple hours may

result in two or more, possibly six, television programs being recorded.

In some scenarios, rather than a single television channel being recorded at a given time,

multiple, such as four, television channels may be recorded over a given time period. For

example, during weekday Primetime hours, all of the major networks may be

simultaneously recorded for the same period of time. Such recording may permit a user to

view at a later time any television program that was broadcast during Primetime on one

of the major networks. When multiple television channels are recorded simultaneously, it



may be efficient to use a single tuner to receive all of the multiple television channels

being recorded. This may allow other tuners of the television receiver to be used for other

operations such as, for example, recording of other television channels and/or

presentation of television channels to a user via a viewing device, such as a television.

To implement or facilitate implementation of such functionality, the EPG 1202 may

further display or present a second user-selectable icon 1210 that may be selected to set at

least one recording timer to automatically record multiple instances of broadcast

television programming, possibly over multiple channels, such as during television

Primetime. In this example, a user may manipulate the cursor 1204 to select the icon

1210 to set a particular "Timer PTAT" to automatically record television Primetime for

later viewing on one or more of the televisions 1114a-c and the computing devices

1116a-b. In some embodiments, the "Timer PTAT" may be included within the timer list

1208 that may be presented within the EPG 1202 in response to selection of the icon

1206 and/or icon 1210. Other embodiments are possible.

In general, the "Timer PTAT" when itemized within the timer list 1208 may include

particular information. The particular information may for the most part be defined by the

service provider 1102 as shown in FIG. 11. Example information associated with the

"Timer PTAT" may at least include a "Network(s)" parameter, a "Primetime" parameter,

and a "Tuner" parameter. The "Network(s)" parameter may specify at least one network

channel to record such as, for example, an NBC network channel, an ABC network

channel, a CBS network channel, a FOX network channel, and etc. The "Primetime"

parameter may specify a particular time period, and frequency, at which television

programming appearing on the network channel(s) specified by the "Network(s)"

parameter may be recorded, such as from 7 PM to 10 PM on the NBC, ABC, CBS, and

FOX networks each weeknight. The "Tuner" parameter may designate a particular tuner

that is to be used to "tune" to the television programming appearing on the network

channel(s) specified by the "Network(s)" parameter, such that the same may be recorded

for later viewing. In one embodiment, the "Tuner" parameter may be manually set by a

user. In other embodiments, the "Tuner" may be specify a "default" tuner automatically

set by the PTR 1110 upon creation of the "Timer PTAT."



As discussed in further detail below, the tuner allocation engine 1 1 19 may in one aspect

be configured for, in response to an upcoming activation of a scheduled program

recording timer that may be listed within the timer list 1208, selecting a particular tuner

of the PTR 1110 in accordance with the present disclosure.

Referring now to FIG. 13, a simplified block diagram of the PTR 1110 of FIG. 12 is

shown in accordance with the present disclosure. In some embodiments, at least one of

the secondary television receivers 1112a-b may be configured in a manner similar to that

of the PTR 1110. In other embodiments, at least one of the secondary television receivers

1112a-b may be configured to exhibit a reduced functionality as compared to the PTR

1110, and may depend at least to a certain degree on the PTR 1110 to implement certain

features or functionality. In this example, the secondary television receivers 1112a-b may

be referred to as a "thin client."

For brevity, the PTR 1110 is depicted in a simplified and conceptual form, and may

generally include more or fewer elements or components as desired in accordance with

the present disclosure. For example, the PTR 1110 is shown in FIG. 13 to include the

content management engine 1118 and the tuner allocation engine 1119 as mentioned

above in connection with FIG. 12. Additionally, although not explicitly shown in FIG.

13, the PTR 1110 may include one or more logical modules configured to implement a

television steaming media functionality that encodes video into a particular format for

transmission over the Internet such as to allow users to remotely view and control a home

cable, satellite, or personal video recorder system from an Internet-enabled computer

with a broadband Internet connection. The Slingbox® by Sling Media, Inc. of Foster

City, CA, is one example of a product that implements such a functionality.

Additionally, the PTR 1110 may be configured to include any number of other various

components or logical modules that are implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or

any combination thereof, and such components or logical modules may or may not be

implementation-sp ecific .

In some embodiments, the PTR 1110 and/or the secondary television receivers 1112a-b

comprise of a STB. In addition to being in the form of an STB, at least the PTR 1110

may be incorporated into another device, such as the television 1114c. For example, the

television 1114c may have an integrated television receiver that does not involve an



external STB being coupled with the television 1114c. A STB may contain some or all of

the components of the PTR 1110 and/or may be able to perform some or all of the

functions of the PTR 1110. Accordingly, instances in this document referring to a STB,

and steps being performed by a STB, may also be performed, more generally, by the PTR

1110 and/or secondary television receivers 1112a-b.

Referring still to FIG. 13, the PTR 1110 may be configured to record omnibus channel

files and extract a television program from a recorded omnibus channel file, and may

include the content management engine 1118 or include the tuner allocation engine 1119

as shown in FIG. 12, at least one processor 1302, including a central processor 1302a and

a control processor 1302b, a plurality of tuners 1304a-c, at least one network interface

1306, at least one non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 1308, at least one

EPG database 1310, at least one television interface 1312, at least one NIT (Networking

Information Table) 1314, at least one DVR database 1316, at least one user interface

1318, at least one PID filter 1320, at least one smart card 1322, at least one descrambling

engine 1324, at least one PMT (Program Map Table) 1326, at least one decoder 1328,

and a catalogue database 1330. In other embodiments of the PTR 1110, fewer or greater

numbers of components may be present. Further, functionality of one or more

components may be combined; for example, functions of the descrambling engine 1324

may be performed by the central processor 1302a. Still further, functionality of

components may be spread among additional components. For example, the PID filter

1320 may be handled by hardware and/or software separate from the PMT 1326.

The processor 1302 may include one or more specialized and/or general-purpose

processors configured to perform processes such as tuning to a particular channel,

accessing and displaying EPG information from the EPG database 1310, and/or receiving

and processing input from a user. For example, processor 1302 may include one or more

processors dedicated to decoding video signals from a particular format, such as MPEG

(Moving Picture Experts Group), for output and display on a television and for

performing decryption.

The control processor 1302b may communicate with the central processor 1302a. The

control processor 1302b may control the recording of television channels based on timers

stored in the DVR database 1316. The control processor 1302b may initiate recording of



a television channel by sending a record command along with an indication of the

television channel to be recorded to the central processor 1302a. The control processor

1302b may not send a second record command, when additional recording is to begin at

the same time, until an acknowledgement that recording of the first television channel has

successfully been received and initiated by the central processor 1302a. The control

processor 1302b may also provide commands to the central processor 1302a when

recording of a television channel is to cease. In addition to providing commands relating

to the recording of television channels, the control processor 1302b may provide

commands to the central processor 1302a that indicate television channels to be output to

the decoder 328 for output to a presentation device, such as the television 1114c for

example.

The control processor 1302b may also communicate with the network interface 1306 and

the user interface 1318. The control processor 1302b may handle in-coming data from the

network interface 1306 and the user interface 1318. Additionally, the control processor

1302b may be configured to output data via the network interface 1306.

The tuners 1304a-c may be used to tune to television channels, such as television

channels transmitted via satellite or cable, such as satellites 1106a-c. Each respective one

of the tuner 1304a-c may be capable of receiving and processing a single stream of data

from a satellite transponder, or a cable RF channel, at a given time. As such, a single

tuner may tune to a single transponder or, for a cable network, a single cable RF channel.

Additionally, one tuner (e.g., tuner 1304a) may be used to tune to a television channel on

a first transponder stream for display using a television, while another tuner (e.g., tuner

1304b) may be used to tune to a television channel on a second transponder for recording

and viewing at some other time. Still another tuner (e.g., tuner 1304c) may be used to

check various television channels to determine if they are available or not. If multiple

television channels transmitted on the same transponder stream are desired, a particular

tuner (e.g., tuner 1304a) may be used to receive the signal containing the multiple

television channels for presentation and/or recording. The tuners 1304a-c may receive

commands from the central processor 1302a. Such commands may instruct the tuners

1304a-c which frequencies are to be used for tuning.



The network interface 1306 may be used to communicate via an alternate communication

channel with a television service provider. For example, the primary communication

channel may be via satellite, which may be unidirectional to the STB, and the alternate

communication channel, which may be bi-directional, may be via a network, such as the

Internet. The PTR 1110 may be able to communicate with the service provider 1102 of

FIG. 11 via a network, such as the Internet. This communication may be bidirectional.

For example, data may be transmitted from the PTR 1110 to the service provider 1102,

and from the service provider 1102 to the PTR 1110. The network interface 1306 may be

configured to communicate via one or more networks, such as the Internet, to

communicate with the service provider 1102. Information may be transmitted and/or

received via the network interface 1306.

The storage medium 1308 may represent a non-transitory computer-readable storage

medium. The storage medium 1308 may include memory and/or a hard drive. The

storage medium 1308 may be used to store information received from one or more

satellites and/or information received via the network interface 1306. The storage

medium 1308 may store information related to the EPG database 1310, the NIT 1314,

and/or the DVR database 1316. Recorded television programs may be stored using the

storage medium 1308. The storage medium 1308 may be partitioned or otherwise divided

such that predefined amounts of the storage medium 1308 are devoted to storage of

omnibus channel files and user-selected television programs.

The EPG database 1310 may store information related to television channels and the

timing of programs appearing on such television channels. The EPG database 1310 may

be stored using the storage medium 1308, which may be a hard drive. Information from

the EPG database 1310 may be used to inform users of what television channels or

programs are popular and/or provide recommendations to the user. Information from the

EPG database 1310 may provide the user with a visual interface (e.g., EPG 1202)

displayed by a television that allows a user to browse and select television channels

and/or television programs for viewing and/or recording. Information used to populate

the EPG database 1310 may be received via the network interface 306 and/or via

satellites, such as satellites 1106a-c of FIG. 11 via the tuners 1304a-c. For instance,

updates to the EPG database 1310 may be received periodically via satellite. The EPG



database 1310 may serve as an interface for a user to control DVR functions of the PTR

1110, and/or to enable viewing and/or recording of multiple television channels

simultaneously.

In addition to being used to provide users with information about scheduled

programming, information from the EPG database 1310 may be used to determine when

television programs begin and end for the purposes of recording. For instance, when a

channel-specific file is recorded that contains multiple television channels, the start and

end of time of specific television programs within the channel-specific file may be based

on the start and end times indicated in the EPG database 1310. Other data may be stored

within the EPG database 1310 that may be useful in managing channel-specific files,

such as series identifiers and episode identifiers, which may be used by a television

service provider to identify particular television programs.

The decoder 1328 may serve to convert encoded video and audio into a format suitable

for output to a display device. For instance, the decoder 1328 may receive MPEG video

and audio from the storage medium 1308, or the descrambling engine 1324, to be output

to a television. MPEG video and audio from the storage medium 1124 may have been

recorded to the DVR database 1316 as part of a previously-recorded television program.

The decoder 1328 may convert the MPEG video and audio into a format appropriate to

be displayed by a television or other form of display device and audio into a format

appropriate to be output from speakers, respectively.

The television interface 1312 may serve to output a signal to a television, or another form

of display device, in a proper format for display of video and playback of audio. As such,

the television interface 1312 may output one or more television channels, stored

television programming from the storage medium 1308, such as television programs from

the DVR database 1316 and/or information from the EPG database 13 10 for example, to

a television for presentation.

The NIT 1314 may store information used by the PTR 1110 to access various television

channels. The NIT 1314 may be stored using the storage medium 1308. Information used

to populate the NIT 1314 may be received via satellite, or cable, via the tuners 1304a-c

and/or may be received via the network interface 1306 from a service provider. As such,

information present in the NIT 1314 may be periodically updated. The NIT 1314 may be



locally-stored by the PTR 1110 using the storage medium 1308. Information that may be

present in the NIT 1314 may include, for example: television channel numbers, a satellite

identifier, a frequency identifier, a transponder identifier, an ECM (Entitlement Control

Message) PID (Packet Identifier), one or more audio PIDs, and a video PID. A second

audio PID of a channel may correspond to a SAP (Second Audio Program) program, such

as in another language. In some embodiments, the NIT 1314 may be divided into

additional tables. For example, rather than the specific audio PIDs and video PIDs being

present in the NIT 13 14, a channel identifier may be present within NIT 1314 which may

be used to look up the audio PIDs and video PIDs in another table, such as the PMT

1326. For example, the PMT 1326 may store information on audio PIDs and video PIDs

for television channels that are transmitted on a transponder frequency.

Table 3 below provides a simplified example of the NIT 1314 for several television

channels. It should be understood that in other embodiments, many more television

channels may be represented in the NIT 1314. The NIT 1314 may be at least periodically

updated by a television service provider. As such, television channels may be reassigned

to different satellites and/or transponders, and the PTR 1110 may be able to handle this

reassignment as long as the NIT 1314 is updated.

Table 3

Based on information in the NIT 13 14, it may be possible to determine the proper

satellite and transponder to which to tune for a particular television channel. In some

embodiments, the NIT 1314 may list a particular frequency to which to tune for a

particular television channel. Once tuned to the proper satellite/transponder/frequency,

the PMT PID may be used to retrieve a program management table that indicates the

PIDs for audio and video streams of television channels transmitted by that transponder.

It should be understood that the values provided in Table 3 are for example purposes

only. Actual values, including how satellites and transponders are identified, may vary.



Additional information may also be stored in NIT 1314. Additional information on how

the NIT 1314, as indicated in Table 3, may be used is provided in reference to FIG. 13.

The same PID may be reused on different transponders.

A DVR may permit a television channel to be recorded for a period of time. DVR

functionality of the PTR 1110 may be managed by the control processor 1302b. The

control processor 1302b may coordinate the television channel, start time, and stop time

of when recording of a television channel is to occur. The DVR database 1316 may store

information related to the recording of television stations. The DVR database 1316 may

store timers that are used by the control processor 1302b to determine when a television

channel should be tuned to and its programs recorded to the DVR database 1316.

However, other embodiments are possible. For example, in some embodiments, the

storage medium 1308 may store timers. Timer files may be defined as a

daily_schedule_db.dat file and a gloal_timer_db.dat file. In general, when a "new" timer

is created, a "new" entry may be added into the daily_schedule_db.dat and

gloal_timer_db.dat files, which may include all timer related information such as channel

number , start time, duration, etc. Further, a limited amount of the storage medium 1308

may be devoted to the DVR database 1316. Timers may be set by a service provider

and/or one or more users of the PTR 1110.

DVR functionality of the control processor 1302b may have multiple modes. For

example, DVR functionality of the control processor 1302b may be configured to record

individual television programs selected by a user to the DVR database 1316. Using the

EPG database 13 10, a user may select a particular television program. Based on the date,

time period, and television channel indicated by the EPG database 1310, the control

processor 1302b may record the associated television program to the DVR database

13 16. In another example, the DVR database 1316 may be used to store recordings of

predefined periods of time on one or more television channels. These predefined periods

of time may include one or more television programs. For example, Primetime on a

particular television network may be recorded each weekday night. Further, multiple

television channels may be recorded for such predefined periods of time. Such recording

of television channels for predefined periods of time may be defined by a television

service provider (e.g., service provider 1102).



As an example of this second mode of DVR functionality, a television service provider

may configure the PTR 1110 to record television programming on multiple, predefined

television channels for a predefined period of time, on predefined dates. For instance, a

television service provider may configure the PTR 1110 such that television

programming may be recorded from 7 PM to 10 PM on the NBC, ABC, CBS, and FOX

networks each weeknight. When a television program is selected for recording by a user

and is also specified for recording by the television service provider, the user selection

may serve as an indication to save the television program for an extended time, beyond

the time which the predefined recording would otherwise be saved.

Whether recording is performed based on a user-selected television program or selection

by a television service provider, selection may result in storage by DVR database 1316

being managed differently. Separate storage arrangements, such as separate partitions on

the same storage device, may be allocated based on which entity designated the television

program/channel for recording. As such, the DVR database 1316 may use multiple

storage arrangements, such as multiple partitions on the storage medium 1308. Television

programming recorded based on a television service provider selection may be stored on

a first storage arrangement. Television programming recorded based on user selection

may be stored on a second storage arrangement. Television programming on the first

storage arrangement may automatically be deleted after a predefined period of time, such

as two weeks. If a television program stored by the first storage arrangement is selected

by a user (such as via a displayed EPG) to be saved, the television program may be

transferred from the first storage arrangement to the second storage arrangement, such as

when the television programming would otherwise be deleted from the first storage

arrangement. Additional detail regarding the recording, storage, and maintenance of

television programming by the PTR 1110 is provided below in conjunction with at least

FIG. 14.

The user interface 1318 may include a remote control, physically separate from PTR

1110, and/or one or more buttons on the PTR 1110 that allows a user to interact with the

PTR 1110. The user interface 1318 may be used to select a television channel for

viewing, view information from the EPG database 1310, and/or program a timer stored to



the DVR database 1316 wherein the timer may be used to control the DVR functionality

of the control processor 1302b.

Referring back to tuners 1304a-c, television channels received via satellite, or cable, may

contain at least some scrambled data. Packets of audio and video may be scrambled to

prevent unauthorized users, such as nonsubscribers, from receiving television

programming without paying the television service provider. When one of the tuners

1304a-c is receiving data from a particular transponder of a satellite, the transponder

stream may be a series of data packets corresponding to multiple television channels.

Each data packet may contain a PID, which, in combination with the NIT 1314 and/or the

PMT 1326, can be determined to be associated with particular television channel.

Particular data packets, referred to as ECMs may be periodically transmitted. ECMs may

be associated with another PID and may be encrypted; the PTR 1110 may use the smart

card 1322 to decrypt ECMs. Decryption of an ECM may only be possible when the user

(e.g., PTR 1110) has authorization to access the particular television channel associated

with the ECM. When an ECM is determined to correspond to a television channel being

stored and/or displayed, the ECM may be provided to the smart card 1322 for decryption.

When the smart card 1322 receives an encrypted ECM, the smart card 1322 may decrypt

the ECM to obtain some number of control words. In some embodiments, from each

ECM received by the smart card 1322, two control words are obtained. In some

embodiments, when the smart card 1322 receives an ECM, it compares the ECM to the

previously received ECM. When the two ECMs match, the second ECM is not decrypted

because the same control words would be obtained. In other embodiments, each ECM

received by the smart card 1322 is decrypted; however, when a second ECM matches a

first ECM, the outputted control words will match; thus, effectively, the second ECM

does not affect the control words output by the smart card 1322. The smart card 1322

may be permanently part of the PTR 1110 or may be configured to be inserted and

removed from PTR 1110.

The central processor 1302a may be in communication with the tuners 1304a-c and the

control processor 1302b. The central processor 1302a may be configured to receive

commands from the control processor 1302b. Such commands may indicate when to

start/stop recording a television channel and/or when to start/stop causing a television



channel to be output to a television. The central processor 1302a may control the tuners

1304a-c. The central processor 1302a may provide commands to the tuners 1304a-c that

instruct the tuners which satellite, transponder, and/or frequency to tune to. From the

tuners 1304a-c, the central processor 1302a may receive transponder streams of

packetized data. As previously detailed, some or all of these packets may include a PID

that identifies the content of the packet.

The central processor 1302a may be configured to create at least one PID filter 1320 that

sorts packets received from the tuners 1304a-c based on the PIDs. When a tuner is

initially tuned to a particular frequency, such as a particular transponder of a satellite, a

PID filter may be created based on a PID of PMT data. The PID of PMT data packets

may be known because it is stored as part of the NIT 1314. From the PMT data packets,

the PMT 1326 may be constructed by central processor 1302a. Table 4 below provides an

exemplary snapshot of a PMT. The PMT 1326 may be specific to a particular

transponder. As such, when tuning to a different transponder occurs, a new PMT may be

created for the different transponder.

Table 4

Accordingly, based on the information present in the PMT 1326, the audio and video

PIDs for specific television channels may be identified. A television channel may have

multiple audio PIDs due to a second audio program, which may be in a different

language. It should be understood that the values provided in Table 4 are for example

purposes only. Actual values may vary. Additional information or less information may

also be stored in the PMT 1326.

The PID filter 1320 may be configured to filter data packets based on PIDs. In some

embodiments, the PID filter 1320 is created and executed by central processor 1302a. In

other embodiments, separate hardware may be used to create and execute multiple PID

filters. Depending on a television channel selected for recording/viewing, a PID filter



may be created to filter the video and audio packets associated with the television

channel, based on the PID assignments present in the PMT 1326. For example, when a

transponder data stream includes multiple television channels, data packets corresponding

to a television channel that is not desired to be stored or displayed by the user, may be

ignored by PID filters. As such, only data packets corresponding to the one or more

television channels desired to be stored and/or displayed may be filtered and passed to

either the descrambling engine 1324 or the smart card 1322; other data packets may be

ignored. For each television channel, a stream of video packets, a stream of audio

packets, one or both of the audio programs, and/or a stream of ECM packets may be

present, each stream identified by a PID. In some embodiments, a common ECM stream

may be used for multiple television channels. Additional data packets corresponding to

other information, such as updates to the NIT 1314, may be appropriately routed by the

PID filter 1320. At a given time, one or multiple PID filters may be executed by the

central processor 1302a.

The descrambling engine 1324 may use the control words output by the smart card 1322

in order to descramble video and/or audio corresponding to television channels for

storage and/or presentation Video and/or audio data contained in the transponder data

stream received by the tuners 1304a-c may be scrambled. Video and/or audio data may

be descrambled by descrambling engine 1324 using a particular control word. Which

control word output by the smart card 1322 to be used for successful descrambling may

be indicated by a scramble control identifier present within the data packet containing the

scrambled video or audio. Descrambled video and/or audio may be output by the

descrambling engine 1324 to the storage medium 1308 for storage in the DVR database

1316 and/or to the decoder 1328 for output to a television or other presentation

equipment via the television interface 1312.

The catalog database 1330 may be used by the PTR 1110 to store information about

television programs that are stored as part of a channel-specific file and in individual

television program files. The catalog database 1330 may be updated as television

programs are recorded, transferred, and as files corresponding to television programming

are deleted. Data stored in catalog database 1330 may be used to locate television



programs within a channel-specific file and a program-specific file. The catalog database

1330 is discussed in further detail below in connection with FIG. 14.

For simplicity, the PTR 1110 of FIG. 13 has been reduced to a block diagram; commonly

known parts, such as a power supply, have been omitted. Further, some routing between

the various modules of PTR 1110 has been illustrated. Such illustrations are for

exemplary purposes only. The state of two modules not being directly or indirectly

connected does not indicate the modules cannot communicate. Rather, connections

between modules of the PTR 1110 are intended only to indicate possible common data

routing. It should be understood that the modules of the PTR 1110 may be combined into

a fewer number of modules or divided into a greater number of modules. Further, the

components of the PTR 1110 may be part of another device, such as built into a

television. Also, while the PTR 1110 may be used to receive, store, and present television

channels received via a satellite, it should be understood that similar components may be

used to receive, store, and present television channels via a cable network.

Referring now to FIG. 14, a block diagram is shown illustrating particular components of

the PTR 1110 of FIG. 13. More specifically, FIG. 14 shows the control processor 1302b,

including the content management engine 1 1 18, and the DVR database 1316 of the PTR

1110. In this example, the content management engine 1118 may be configured to

manage multiple content storage arrangements, including at least a channel array storage

arrangement 1332 and user-assigned storage arrangement 1334, of the DVR database

1316. Other embodiments are possible. For example, in some embodiments, the channel

array storage arrangement 1332 and user-assigned storage arrangement 1334 may not be

stored on the same device, but may be stored on separate devices. Further, in some

embodiments, the content management engine 1118 may be wholly or at least partially

located on one or more other components of the PTR 1110, such as the central processor

1402a. Additionally, the content management engine 1118 may be wholly or at least

partially located on one or more other components of the example system 1100, such as

the service provider 1102, secondary television receivers 1112a-b, etc. Still other

embodiments are possible.

In one embodiment, the content management engine 1118 may interact with the channel

array storage arrangement 1332 to store recordings of television channels, where the



recordings may each include multiple television programs. The time periods, dates, and

television channels that are recorded to the channel array storage arrangement 1332 may

be defined by a television service provider. The DVR database 1316 may store recorded

television channel arrays recorded by the PTR 1110 in accordance with rules defined by

the television service provider. For instance, a television service provider may define that

multiple television channels, such channels 1, 2, and 7 as illustrated in FIG. 14 for

example, are to be recorded on each weekday night from 7 PM to 10 PM. A televisions

service provider may define the channels, dates, and time periods for which channel

arrays are recorded by a particular television receiver. For each television channel and

each time period, a separate file may be created. For example, a first omnibus channel file

1336 may correspond to a particular television channel 7 and a particular date. In

contrast, a first omnibus channel file array 1338 may represent three files created for the

predefined time period of 7 to 10 PM for preselected television channels 1, 2, and 7 . A

separate file may be created for each television channel on each day that recording

occurs. For example, the first omnibus channel file array 1338 may correspond to a first

day, while a second omnibus channel file array 1340 may correspond to another day, and

a third omnibus channel file array 1342 may correspond to another day.

Each omnibus channel file of the respective omnibus channel file arrays 1338, 1340, and

1342 may contain multiple television programs. In general, a television program is a

scheduled production such as a movie, documentary, animation, live event, sporting

event, sitcom, drama, etc., which may or may not be episodic. A television program is not

a commercial. For example, content such as commercials, public service announcements,

etc., that air during the broadcast of a particular television program would not be

considered separate television programs. Typically, a television program is scheduled for

at least 30 minutes. Many television programs appearing during prime time on weekdays

are either 60 minutes or 30 minutes in scheduled length. These periods of time may

contain time allocated to the scheduled television program and commercials that are to be

aired during the scheduled television program.

While an omnibus channel file, such as the omnibus channel file 1344, may store audio

and video data corresponding to multiple television programs, a separate database may be

maintained with program information, such as for locating television programs within a



particular omnibus channel file. One example of such a database may include the catalog

database 1330 of the PTR 1110. For each recorded television program, an entry may be

made in the catalog database 1330. The catalog database 1330 may indicate an identifier

for a television program and a file in which the television program is stored. If the

television program is stored as part of an omnibus channel file, a file offset may be stored

within the catalog database 1330 for the television program. Table 5 below provides an

example of several entries which may be present in the catalog database 1330. In some

embodiments, a catalog database may store series and episode identifiers for some or all

television programs.

Table 5

As indicated in Table 5, the catalog database 1330 may include a television program

identifier, a file name of the file in which the television program resides, a file offset (if

any), and an indication of whether a user has marked the corresponding television

program for saving. A television program identifier may be a unique number that is

assigned to a television program at the television receiver. The file name associated with

each television program identifier may indicate the file in which the associated television

program is stored. This file may be a file specific to the television program or may be a

channel-specific file (an omnibus channel file) which contains multiple television

programs. As an example, the first two television program identifiers in Table 5 each

correspond to the same file name. Accordingly, both of these television program

identifiers are associated with television programs present in the same omnibus channel

file. In some embodiments, it may be a practice to name each omnibus channel file after

the program identifier of the first television program recorded to the omnibus channel

file. As such, the filename associated with television program identifier "2738239"



contains "2738239." The file offset may be used to determine a location within a file for

television programs that contains multiple television programs.

During recording, the file offset may be determined. For the first television program

recorded as part of an omnibus channel file, the offset may be zero. For subsequent

television programs recorded to the same omnibus channel file, the file offset may be

determined by measuring the file size, in bytes, when the television program begins

recording. It may be determined when the television program begins recording based on

the start time for the television program indicated in an electronic programming guide

stored by the television receiver. For example, in Table 5 the television program

associated with television program identifier 9034836 begins at a file offset of 9832939

bytes. A television program is determined to end at either the end of the file or the next

file offset within the same file indicated by the catalog database. For example the

television program associated with television program identifier "2738239" ends at a file

offset of 9832938 bytes, based on the file offset associated with television program

identifier "9034836."

Each omnibus channel file stored by channel array storage arrangement 1332 may be

deleted on a scheduled basis. For example, two weeks after an omnibus channel file is

recorded, the omnibus channel file may be deleted. By automatically deleting omnibus

channel files after a period of time, the total amount of storage space necessary for

channel array storage arrangement 1332 may be determined accurately. For example, if it

is known when omnibus channel files will be deleted, and it is known how many and for

how long omnibus channel files will be recorded, a necessary amount of storage space

may be allocated to channel array storage arrangement 1332.

During the period of time in which omnibus channel files are stored by the channel array

storage arrangement 1332, a user may have the ability to watch any of the television

programs stored within omnibus channel files. Following the period of time during which

the omnibus channel files are stored, only individual television programs specifically

indicated by a user to be designated for saving may be preserved; other television

programs that are part of the omnibus channel file may be deleted. Referring to omnibus

channel file 1344, the user may select a television program 1339 for preservation. This

may result in a flag, such as a single bit for example, being set within the catalog



database 1330 that indicates the television program is to be saved when the omnibus

channel file is deleted. As an example of a reason why a user may choose to preserve the

television program 1339, the television program 1339 may be part of a series which the

user enjoys watching but the user did not have a chance to view while the television

program 1339 was stored by the channel array storage arrangement 1332. The user may

designate the television program 1339 for saving via an EPG interface (e.g., EPG 1202).

The user may have marked the specific episode corresponding to television program 1339

for saving or may have selected the entire series of which the television program 1339 is

an episode for saving.

When omnibus channel file array 1342 is to be deleted, the television program 1339 may

be transferred from the channel array storage arrangement 1310 to the user-assigned

storage arrangement 1334. In general, the content management engine 1118 may manage

this process. The dotted arrow of FIG. 14 is intended to illustrate how the television

program 1339 becomes a particular individual television program file 1346e of a plurality

of individual television program files 1346a-e within the user-assigned storage

arrangement 1334. The user-assigned storage arrangement 1334 may be a separate

storage arrangement, such as a separate storage device partition, on which the user is

permitted to allocate storage space as desired. Other embodiments are possible. As such,

the television programs stored by the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334 may be

determined by a user. For example, a user may be permitted to store as many television

programs to the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334 as desired until the user-

assigned storage arrangement 1334 no longer has capacity to store programs. Once full,

the user may be required to delete content from the user-assigned storage arrangement

1334 before storing other content to the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334.

When a television program is transferred to the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334,

the catalog database 1330 may need to be updated such that the television program can be

located. Entries corresponding to deleted omnibus channel files may be deleted from the

catalog database 1330. A new entry for a television program transferred to the user-

assigned storage arrangement 1334 may be made, or the previous entry for the television

program may be modified. Table 6 below illustrates an example of a modified portion of



the catalog database 1330 for television program 1339 after being transferred to the

assigned storage arrangement 334.

Table 6

In Table 6, it is assumed that television program identifier 9034836 corresponds to the

television program 1339. The entries associated with television program identifier

"2738239," "4854557," and " 1122092" may be deleted due to deletion of the

corresponding omnibus channel files from the channel array storage arrangement 1332,

where such deletions are indicated by strikethrough in Table 6 . However, the entry

corresponding to the television program 1339 is maintained with the filename and file

offset being updated for the television program-specific file in which the television

program is now stored. As such, as omnibus channel files are created, stored, and deleted,

and as individual television program files are created, stored and deleted, the catalog

database 1330 may be updated such that each television program has an entry. In

particular, television programs stored in omnibus channel files and television programs

stored in individual program files each have entries.

Once a copy of the television program 1339 has been transferred to the user-assigned

storage arrangement 1334, the omnibus channel file 1344 may be deleted. However, the

individual television program file 1346e may be created and stored on the user-assigned

storage arrangement 1334. For example purposes only, four other television programs are

illustrated as stored by the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334. Each of individual

television program files 1346a-e is associated with a separate file. As such, each

television program-specific file of the individual television program files 1346a-e are

intended to store a single television program from start to finish. It should be understood

that due to recording scheduling, a short period of time of another television program,

and possible commercials, may be stored at the beginning and/or end of a television

program specific file. Likewise, a short period of time of the television program desired



to be recorded may fail to be recorded at the beginning or end of the recording of the

television program. While the channel array storage arrangement 1332 may store

channel-specific files, the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334 may store television

program-specific files. Once a television program, such as individual television program

file 1346e, is stored on the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334, the television

program may be stored indefinitely until the television program is selected for deletion by

a user.

The above description in connection with FIG. 14 represents a situation where the PTR

1110 is enabled to record arrays of television channels, such as on a nightly basis. It

should be understood that a user may disable such recording. If disabled, a user may still

select individual television programs for recording. Such individual television programs

selected for recording may be recorded directly to the user-assigned storage arrangement

1334 into individual television program files. In some embodiments, if a user has

disabled television channel array recording, physical memory allocated to the channel

array storage arrangement 1332 may be reassigned and used for other storage, such as for

storage of additional user selected television programs. In some embodiments, when

array recording is disabled the channel array storage arrangement 1332 may be removed,

if a partition, with the space reallocated to the user-assigned storage arrangement 1334 or

some other storage arrangement. Alternatively, the channel array storage arrangement

1332 may remain unused. Still other embodiments are possible.

Further details associated with extracting a particular television program from an

omnibus channel file is discussed within U.S. Nonprovisional Patent Application Serial

No. 13/793,636, attorney docket number 94567-848967, filed on March 11, 2013,

entitled "Transfer of Television Programs From Channel-Specific Files to Program-

Specific Files," the entirety of which is hereby incorporated by reference for all intents

and purposes.

Referring now to FIG. 15, a first example EPG 1502 is shown in accordance with the

principles of the present disclosure. In many respects, the EPG 1502 is similar to the EPG

1202 described above in connection with FIG. 12. For example, the EPG 1502 may at

least present various information related to television channels and the timing of

programs or programming appearing on such television channels. For example, the EPG



1502 may display channel information associated with a channel "7" that is associated

with the ABC network, where a show "Wipeout" is listed as scheduled to appear on

channel "7" during a particular time period "7-8 PM" of a particular day "Thursday

12/15," etc. In this example, and assuming that a current time is sometime during the time

period "7-8 PM" on "Thursday 12/15," a user may manipulate a pointing device (not

shown) to "arrow up" or "arrow down" or "arrow right" or "arrow left" and select the

show "Wipeout" for immediate viewing, such as via manipulation of a D -pad or control

pad of a remote control. In this example, a "block" or "cell" within the EPG 1502 that is

associated with the show "Wipeout," as shown by simplified cross-hatch in FIG. 15, may

correspond to a user-selectable icon that when "selected," "activated," etc., may initiate a

process by which the show "Wipeout" would be output for immediate display or

presentation on a display device, such as the television 1114c of FIG. 12 for example.

In FIG. 15, a first graphical indicator 1504 is displayed within the "block" that is

associated with the show "Wipeout." In this example, the first graphical indicator type

1504 may indicate, designate, identify, etc., that the show "Wipeout" is associated with

an "array" recording timer, such as the particular "Timer PTAT" described above in

connection with FIG. 12 for example. An "array" recording timer is distinguished from a

"user-initiated" recording timer because timing of an "array" recording timer may be set

or established by an entity other than a typical user, such as by a service provider for

example. For example, the service provider 1102 of FIG. 12 may define a particular

"array" recording timer to at least record television Primetime of the ABC network from

7-10 PM on weeknights, etc. In this example, the first graphical indicator type 1504

would not only be displayed within the "block" that is associated with the show

"Wipeout," but also within a "block" that is associated with the show "Grey's Anatomy,"

such as shown in FIG. 15. Other embodiments are possible.

In contrast, timing of a particular "user-initiated" recoding timer may be set or

established by a typical user. For example, a particular user may define a particular "user-

initiated" recording timer to record a show "The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes," which

is listed within the EPG 1502 as scheduled to appear on a channel "6" during a particular

time period "8-9 PM" of the particular day "Thursday 12/15." In this example, a second

graphical indicator type 1506 displayed within a "block" that is associated with the show



"The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes" may indicate, designate, identify, etc., that the show

"The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes" is associated with the particular "user-initiated"

recording timer.

As may be understood from the preceding discussion, a particular "indication" may be

displayed within the EPG 1502 for television programs that are specified by a user to be

recorded, such as a television program subject to a "user-initiated" recording timer. For

example, as shown in FIG. 15, the second graphical indicator type 1506 may indicate that

a user has individually selected "The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes" program for

recording. In contrast, a different particular "indication" may be displayed for television

programs that are specified by an entity other than a particular user to be recorded, such

as a television program subject to an "array" recording timer. For example, the first

graphical indicator type 1504 may indicate that the show "Wipeout" has been selected,

along with at least the show "Grey's Anatomy," for recording by a service provider as

part of a PTAT (Prime Time Any Time) service. In some scenarios, however, both the

first graphical indicator type 1504 and the second graphical indicator type 1506 may be

displayed within the EPG 1502 in association with a particular television program. In this

example, the particular television program may be subject to recording as part of "array"

of television channels, and also in accordance with a "user-initiated" timer.

For example, referring now to FIG. 16, the EPG 1502 of FIG. 15 is shown with first and

second graphical indicators associated with a particular program. In particular, the first

graphical indicator type 1504 is displayed within the "block" that is associated with the

show "Wipeout." As mentioned above, the first graphical indicator type 1504 may

indicate, designate, identify, etc., that the show "Wipeout" is associated with an "array"

recording timer, such as the particular "Timer PTAT" described above in connection with

FIG. 12 for example. Further, the second graphical indicator type 1506 is displayed

within the "block" that is associated with the show "Wipeout." In this example, the

second graphical indicator type 1506 may indicate that a user has individually selected

"Wipeout" program for recording. As an example of a reason why a user may choose to

record the show "Wipeout" in accordance with a "user-initiated" timer, even though the

show "Wipeout" is subject to recording in accordance with an "array" recording timer, is

that the show "Wipeout" may be recorded as an "omnibus channel file" upon activation



or "firing" of the "array" recording timer, where this file may "age-out" and be deleted

after a predetermined period of time, as described above in connection with FIGS. 11-14.

The user may choose to record the show "Wipeout" in accordance with a "user-initiated"

timer when interested in preserving the subject instance of the show "Wipeout," such that

this show may be available for viewing following passage of the predetermining period

of time. Other reasons may be possible as well.

In example embodiments, the first graphical indicator type 1504 may generally be

visually distinct or distinguished from the second graphical indicator type 1506. This may

manifest as a difference between at least one visually perceivable trait of the first

graphical indicator type 1504 and the second graphical indicator type 1506. For example,

in one embodiment, at least a portion of the first graphical indicator type 1504 may

exhibit coloring different than coloring of the second graphical indicator type 1506. For

example, the first graphical indicator type 1504 may be perceived as being substantially

"yellow," whereas the second graphical indicator type 1506 may be perceived as being

substantially "green." In another embodiment, a geometric shape of the first graphical

indicator type 1504 may be different than a geometric shape of the second graphical

indicator type 1506. For example, the first graphical indicator type 1504 may be

perceived as being substantially "circular," whereas the second graphical indicator type

1506 may be perceived as being substantially "rectangular."

In another embodiment, a geometric size of the first graphical indicator type 1504 may be

different than a geometric size of the second graphical indicator type 1506. For example,

the first graphical indicator type 1504 may be perceived as being substantially "twice"

the size than that perceived of the second graphical indicator type 1506. In another

embodiment, the first graphical indicator type 1504 may exhibit symbols and/or indicia

different than symbols and/or indicia of the second graphical indicator type 1506. For

example, as shown in FIG. 16, the first graphical indicator type 1504 may exhibit indicia

"PT," which may stand for "PTAT," whereas the second graphical indicator type 1506

may exhibit indicia best described as corresponding to "hands on a clock face."

Other embodiments of the first graphical indicator type 1504 and the second graphical

indicator type 1506 are possible. Further, visual properties of specific instances of the

first graphical indicator type 1504 and the second graphical indicator type 1506 may be



distinct from visual properties of other specific instances of the first graphical indicator

type 1504 and the second graphical indicator type 1506.

For example, in some embodiments, coloring of the second graphical indicator type 1506

may be a function of or associated with a particular profile of a customer account of the

service provider 1102 of FIG. 11. For example, the first graphical indicator type 1504

when perceived as being substantially "green" may refer to or otherwise indicate that an

associated timer was "set" by a particular user associated with a "User Profile 1,"

whereas the second graphical indicator type 1506 when perceived as being substantially

"purple" may refer to or otherwise indicate that an associated timer was "set" by a

particular user associated with a "User Profile 2." For example, the second graphical

indicator type 1506 as displayed within the "block" that is associated with the show

"Wipeout" in FIG. 16 may be envisioned as being substantially "green," where the timer

associated with this particular instance of the second graphical indicator type 1506 may

have been set by a particular user associated with the "User Profile 1." In contrast, the

second graphical indicator type 1506 as displayed within the "block" that is associated

with the show "Grey's Anatomy" in FIG. 16 may be envisioned as being substantially

"purple," where the timer associated with this particular instance of the second graphical

indicator type 1506 may have been set by a particular user associated with the "User

Profile 2." Other embodiments are possible. For example, a "shape" of the second

graphical indicator type 1506 may be used to associate of identify a particular recording

timer with a particular user or user profile. Still other embodiments are possible. For

example, coloring of the second graphical indicator type 1506 may be a function of or

associated with a particular tuner used for recording of an associated program. For

example, "tuner 1" may be associated with the color "red," "tuner 2" may be associated

with the color "purple," and etc. Still other embodiments are possible.

Referring now to FIG. 17, a first example method 1700 is shown in accordance with the

present disclosure. In general, steps or modules of the method 1700 as described may

ultimately be implemented by or on the PTR 1110 of FIG. 11. Other embodiments are

however possible. For example, one or more modules or steps of the method 1700 may

be implemented by or on one or more of the other respective devices or components



within the system 1100 as described above in connection with FIG. 11. Still other

embodiments are possible.

At 1702, a first program recording timer may be scheduled or defined to record a

particular program broadcast on a television channel at a particular time by a television

service provider. For example, a user may define a "user-initiated" recording timer to

record the show "Wipeout," which as shown in FIG. 16 is listed within the EPG 1502 as

scheduled to appear on a channel "7" during the time period "7-8 PM" of the day

"Thursday 12/15." In general, the first program recording timer may be defined, at least

sometime prior broadcast of the show "Wipeout," by the user via interaction with the

icon 1206 such as described above in connection with FIG. 12. Other embodiments are

however possible. For example, the icon 1206 need not necessarily be selected using the

cursor 1204. Rather, the particular user may navigate and select elements within the EPG

1202 (or EPG 1502) via any desired means for interacting with a menu-driven interface

(e.g., voice activation, motion activation, control pad, etc.).

At 1704, a second program recording timer may be scheduled to record a plurality of

programs broadcast consecutively on the television channel by the television service

provider, including the particular program. For example, a user may select the icon 1210

to set a particular "Timer PTAT" to automatically record television Primetime for later

viewing, such as described above in connection with FIG. 12. In this example, the "Timer

PTAT" may be predefined to, when selected, at least record television Primetime of the

ABC network from 7-10 PM weeknights, etc. For example, this may corresponded to at

least recording the show "Wipeout" and the show "Grey's Anatomy" as shown in FIG.

15. In this manner, at least the show "Wipeout" may be associated with both the first

program recording timer and the second program recording timer. Other embodiments are

possible. For example, the "Timer PTAT" may be predefined to, when selected, record

television "Primetime" from 7 PM to 10 PM on the NBC, ABC, CBS, and FOX networks

each weeknight. Still other embodiments are possible. However, at least the show

"Wipeout" may still be associated with the first program recording timer and the second

program recording timer.

At 1706, a first graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the first program

recording timer, and a second graphical indicator that identifies scheduling of the second



program recording timer may be output simultaneously for display within a programming

guide and in association with a descriptor of the particular program. For example, as

shown in FIG. 16 and in continuing with the example described at 1702 and 1704, the

first graphical indicator type 1504 and the second graphical indicator type 1506 may be

displayed within the "block" or "cell" that is associated with the show "Wipeout." A

descriptor of the show "Wipeout" may in one embodiment refer to the textual characters

or letters within the word "Wipeout." The first graphical indicator type 1504 may

indicate, designate, identify, etc., that the show "Wipeout" is associated with the second

recording timer, an "array" recording timer, and the second graphical indicator type 1506

may indicate, designate, identify, etc., that the show "Wipeout" is associated with the first

recording timer, a "user-initiated" timer. Such an implementation may be beneficial in

many respects. For example, at a quick glance, a user may be informed or otherwise

determine that at least the show "Wipeout" will not be "aged-out" or deleted without the

user having the chance to watch the subject instance of the show "Wipeout." Rather, the

subject instance of the show "Wipeout" may be preserved (e.g., stored on the PTR 1110)

until such a time when the user intends to delete the subject instance of the show

"Wipeout" for example. Other benefits and/or advantages are possible as well.

For example, another advantage of a user record indicator in addition to a channel array

record indicator may include the following. In certain instances, when a user sets up his

own recording, a user record indicator may be displayed within a "block" or "cell"

associated with the program to be recorded in an EPG. Whenever the user wants to

ensure it is set up to record, the user may access the EPG where this is clearly indicated.

However, when the user looks for this confirmation for his initiated recording on an EPG

cell that is also marked for a channel array recording, the lack of the user recording

indicator is confusing since in certain instances, the user recording indicator shows that

the recording is scheduled. So, the user may starts to second guess, and may try to either

set up the recording again, or has to go through a menu key sequence for finding the

timer in a timer list to determine whether the recording is actually scheduled. Having user

record indicators displayed with channel array record indicators may eliminate or prevent

confusion, arduous confirmation, etc., and is consistent with the use of this indicator

everywhere else in the EPG. Still other benefits and/or advantages are possible as well.



Referring now to FIG. 18, a second example EPG 1802 is shown in accordance with the

principles of the present disclosure. In many respects, the EPG 1802 is similar to at least

the EPG 1502 described above in connection with FIGS. 15-17. For example, the EPG

1802 may at least present various information related to television channels and the

timing of programs or programming appearing on such television channels. For example,

the EPG 1802 may display channel information associated with a channel "6" that is

associated with the PBS network, where a show "Washington Week" is listed as

scheduled to appear on channel "6" during a particular time period "7-7:30 PM" of a

particular day "Thursday 3/3," etc. In this example, and assuming that a current time is

sometime during the time period "7-7:30 PM" on "Thursday 3/3," a user may manipulate

a pointing device (not shown) to "arrow up" or "arrow down" or "arrow right" or "arrow

left" and select the show "Washington Week" for immediate viewing, such as via

manipulation of a D -pad or control pad of a remote control. In this example, a "block" or

"cell" within the EPG 1802 that is associated with the show "Washington Week," as

shown by stipple-like shading in FIG. 18, may correspond to a user-selectable icon that

when "selected," "activated," etc., may initiate a process by which the show "Washington

Week" would be output for immediate display or presentation on a display device, such

as the television 1114c of FIG. 12 for example.

In the example of FIG. 18, the channel "6" may not be a network channel that is

associated with an "array" recording timer. Rather, the channel "4" that is associated with

the CBS network may be a channel that is associated with a particular "array" recording

timer, and the channel "7" that is associated with the ABC network may be a channel that

is associated with the particular "array" recording timer, and the channel "9" that is

associated with the NBC network may be a channel that is associated with the particular

"array" recording timer, and the channel "31" that is associated with the FOX network

may be a channel that is associated with the particular "array" recording timer. This may

correspond to the scenario where, for example, during weekday Primetime hours, all of

the "major" networks may be simultaneously recorded for the same period of time, such

as from 7-10 PM. This may be designated within the EPG 1802 using the first graphical

indicator type 1504 as discussed above. For example, the first graphical indicator type

1504 may be displayed adjacent a descriptor that identifies a particular one of the



television channels 4, 7, 9, and 31. A descriptor may in one embodiment may refer to

textual characters, or letters, or a word, that identifies a particular one of the television

channels 4, 7, 9, and 31. Such as the word "FOX" as shown in FIG. 18. A descriptor may

in one embodiment may refer to a logo that identifies a particular one of the television

channels 4, 7, 9, and 31. Such as the "eye" logo of the CBS channel 4 as shown in FIG.

18.

In accordance with the present disclosure, the EPG 1802 may allow, permit, or enable a

user to navigate within the EPG 1802 to view programming that was recorded as part of

the particular "array" recording timer, and/or programming that was recorded as part of

an "user-initiated" recording timer. For example, and as discussed further below a user

may navigate "backwards" through the EPG 1802, or from right to left within the EPG

1802, where particular "blocks" or "cells" may be activated for selection when a

particular program is currently stored, such as by the PTR 1110 for example, to access

the particular program, while other "blocks" or "cells" may be inactive so as to not be

available for selection. A user may then select recorded programming for viewing

directly from within the EPG 1802. Such an implementation may be beneficial in many

respects. For example, a user may access recorded programming directly from the EPG

1802, without having to navigate to a separate interface. This may provide for a more

"streamlined" user experience, adding value to the business product that is the EPG 1802

(and EPG 1202 and EPG 1502). Other benefits and/or advantages are possible as well.

For example, with reference to use of a user recording indicator even in a "look back"

EPG scenario, where PTAT recording are indicated in the EPG in cells before the present

time. A user may want to use the same indications used elsewhere to ensure that the user

recording is in place without confusion, arduous menu navigation to confirm, and

consistency with its use elsewhere in an EPG. However, given that events shown in the

past are actual recordings and are not timers for future recording timers, it may follow

that the perhaps recordings indicators should change from an icon that indicates that a

recording has already happened, distinguished from a recording that will happen in the

future. So, it is contemplated that instead of a user "recording" icon, a user saved icon

may be used in some embodiments.



In at least one embodiment, the EPG 1802 may collapse based on filtering of channels

associated with recorded programming. For example, the EPG 1802 may show channels

1-31 for live viewing, and the channels 4, 7, 9, and 3 1 may be associated with a "stored

content service," such as a service that implements an "array" recording timer. As the

user moves "backwards" in the EPG 1802, such as from right to left within the EPG 1802

where only movement from left to right may typically be permitted, the EPG 1802 may

collapse down and show just channels 4, 7, 9, and 31. Furthermore, in at least one

embodiment, the EPG 1802 may only show time periods backwards in time associated

with time periods in which content was recorded, either as part of the stored content

service or generally recorded by the content receiver. For example, the EPG 1802 may

move backwards in time through Primetime blocks for each night, and may not have any

data associated with other time blocks. An example of allowing a user to view

programming that was recorded as part of an "array" recording timer, and/or

programming that was recorded as part of an "user-initiated" recording timer, along with

various collapsing, filtering, and/or presentation of channels and content, may be

understood from the following discussion in connection with FIGS. 19-23.

For example, referring now to FIG. 19, the EPG 1802 of FIG. 18 is shown in a first

modified state. In particular, as a user navigates the EPG 1802 to move from the "block"

or "cell" associated with the show "Washington Week," as shown in FIG. 18, to the

"block" or "cell" associated with the show "Wipeout," a selectable icon 1804 may "pop

up" or otherwise appear that may provide the user an option to access one or more

particular recorded programs. In general, the recorded programs may have been recorded

as part of an "array" recording timer, and/or recorded as part of an "user-initiated"

recording timer.

For example, referring now to FIG. 20, the EPG 1802 of FIG. 18 is shown in a second

modified state. In particular, a user may select the selectable icon 1804 and a pane 1806

may be presented within the EPG 1802 that allows the user to select programs that are

currently stored and available for viewing. As mentioned above, the programs may have

been recorded as part of an "array" recording timer, and/or recorded as part of an "user-

initiated" recording timer. Further, the programs may be organized in any manner as

desired. In the example of FIG. 20, particular programs may be presented within the pane



1806 "in-line" with a corresponding channel on which the programs were originally

broadcast. For example, the show "Mr. Sunshine" may be presented within the pane 1806

"in-line" with the channel "7" that is associated with the ABC network, and etc. In this

example, as the pane 1806 was accessed via selection of the selectable icon 1804 which is

associated with the channel "7," a particular "cell" or "block" associated with the content

"Mr. Sunshine" may be initially "highlighted," as shown by stipple-like shading in FIG.

20. Here, the particular "cell" or "block" associated with the content "Mr. Sunshine" may

correspond to a user-selectable icon that when "selected," "activated," etc., may initiate a

process by which the particular instance of the show "Mr. Sunshine" would be output for

immediate display or presentation on a display device, such as the television 1114c of

FIG. 12 for example.

Other embodiments of the pane 1806, or features or elements within the pane 1806, are

possible as well. For example, particular programs may be presented within the pane

1806 according to a "time" of original broadcast. In this example, the pane 1806 may be

substantially similar to a format of the EPG 1802 as shown at least in FIGS. 18-19, where

particular programs are listed or otherwise organized according to time and channel. Still

other embodiments are possible. For example, particular programs may be presented

within the pane 1806 "in-line" with a corresponding channel on which the programs were

originally broadcast, yet may include further information within a particular "cell" or

"block" in addition to a descriptor (e.g., "Mr. Sunshine") that identifies a particular show.

For example, the show "Mr. Sunshine" may be presented within the pane 1806 "in-line"

with the channel "7" that is associated with the ABC network, and further the "cell"

associated with the show "Mr. Sunshine" may specify a date/time of the original airing,

similar to that shown for the show "Criminal Minds" in FIG. 20.

Still other embodiments are possible that may allow a user to view programming that was

recorded as part of an "array" recording timer, and/or programming that was recorded as

part of an "user-initiated" recording timer, along with various collapsing, filtering, and/or

presentation of channels and content. For example, referring now to FIG. 21, the EPG

1802 of FIG. 18 is shown in a third modified state. In particular, a filter picklist 1808 may

be selected within the EPG 1802 to "collapse" the EPG 1802 to show only those channels



that are assorted with the particular "array" recording timer discussed above in

connection with FIGS. 18-20, channels 4, 7, 9, and 31.

Still other embodiments are possible. For example, referring now to FIG. 22, the EPG

1802 of FIG. 18 is shown in a fourth modified state. The scenario of FIG. 22 may be

similar to that of the scenario described above in connection with FIGS. 18-19. For

example, as a user navigates the EPG 1802 to move from the "block" or "cell" associated

with the show "Washington Week," as shown in FIG 18, to the "block" or "cell"

associated with the show "Wipeout," a selectable icon 2202 may "pop-up" or otherwise

appear that may provide the user an option to access one or more particular recorded

programs. In this example, however, the one or more particular recorded programs may

be associated only with the network associated with channel "7." For example, the shows

"The Bachelor" and "Dancing with the Stars" and etc., are shows provided by the ABC

network.

In one embodiment, a user may select the selectable icon 2202 and a pane 2204 may be

presented within the EPG 1802 that allows the user to select programs that are currently

stored and available for viewing. Shows that have more than one (1) recorded show

available for viewing might by "highlighted" within the pane 2204 to distinguish from

other shows that may have only one (1) recorded show available for viewing. For

example, as shown in FIG 22, a "bold" line may frame a selectable icon associated with

the show "The Middle" to indicate that more than one episode of the show "The Middle"

is available for viewing. Further, in the example of FIG. 22, the pane 2204 may

correspond to a "drop-down" menu that may display programs that are currently stored

and available for viewing. Here, the particular "cell" or "block" associated with the

content "The Middle" may correspond to a user-selectable icon that when "selected,"

"activated," etc., may initiate a process by which a particular instance of the show "The

Middle" would be output for immediate display or presentation on a display device, such

as the television 1114c of FIG. 12 for example. The particular instance of the show "The

Middle" may correspond to an "earlier" show in the series when multiple recordings exist

so as to prevent viewing of the series "out of sequence." Other embodiments are possible.

Referring now to FIG. 23, a second example method 2300 is shown in accordance with

the present disclosure. In general, steps or modules of the method 2300 as described may



ultimately be implemented by or on the PTR 1110 of FIG. 11. Other embodiments are

however possible. For example, one or more modules or steps of the method 2300 may

be implemented by or on one or more of the other respective devices or components

within the system 1100 as described above in connection with FIG. 11. Still other

embodiments are possible.

At 2302, an indication of user interest of a television program of a particular television

channel may be received within a programming guide that displays particular content

and, at 2304, a user-selectable icon positioned in association with a descriptor that

identifies the particular television channel may be generated and displayed with the

programming guide in response to the indication of user interest and for display within

the programming guide.

In general, the indication of user interest may correspond to access of a particular cell

within the programming guide associated with the television program. For example,

referring now additionally to FIG. 19, as a user navigates the EPG 1802 to move from the

"block" or "cell" associated with the show "Washington Week" to the "block" or "cell"

associated with the show "Wipeout," the selectable icon 1804 may "pop-up" or otherwise

appear that may provide the user an option to access one or more particular recorded

programs. In this example, the channel "7," which is associated with the ABC network,

may be a channel that is associated with a particular "array" recording timer in which,

during weekday Primetime hours, programming of all of the "major" networks may be

simultaneously recorded for the same period of time, such as from 7-10 PM. In example

embodiments, the selectable icon 1804 may not be generated as, or when, or if, a user

navigates the EPG 1802 to move from the "block" or "cell" associated with the show

"Wipeout" to the "block" or "cell" associated with the show "Washington Week." This

may be because the channel "6," which is associated with the PBS network, may be a

channel that is not associated with the particular "array" recording timer. However, other

embodiments are possible.

At 2306, an interactive pane that identifies at least one particular program that is stored

within an omnibus channel file containing a plurality of programs broadcast

consecutively on the particular television channel over a predefined period of time may

be generated for display within the programming guide upon selection of the user-



selectable icon. In general, such a recording may be implemented by an "array" recording

timer, such as the "Timer PTAT" that may be predefined to, when selected, record

television Primetime from 7 PM to 10 PM on the NBC, ABC, CBS, and FOX networks

each weeknight as described above in connection with FIG. 12.

For example, referring now additionally to FIG. 20, a user may select the selectable icon

1804 and the pane 1806 may be presented within the EPG 1802 that allows the user to

select programs that are currently stored and available for viewing. In this example, the

pane 1806 is disconnected from or disjoint from conventional content of the EPG 1802

by a column comprising descriptors that identify the particular television channels 2, 4, 6,

7, 9, 20, and 31. In other words, content within the pane 1806 is separate or separated

from conventional content of the EPG 1802. For example, the "block" or "cell"

associated with the show "Mr. Sunshine" is separated from the "block" or "cell"

associated with the show "Wipeout." This is because the "block" or "cell" continuing the

descriptor(s) that identifies the particular television channel "7" is in-between the "block"

or "cell" associated with the show "Wipeout" and the "block" or "cell" associated with

the show "Mr. Sunshine." Other embodiments are possible.

For example, referring now additionally to FIG. 22, a user may select the selectable icon

2202 and the pane 2204 may be presented within the EPG 1802 that allows the user to

select programs that are currently stored and available for viewing. In this example, the

pane 2204 is integrated or incorporated within conventional content of the EPG 1802.

This is different than the example scenario described above in connection with FIG. 20.

In other words, content within the pane 2204 is not separate or separated from

conventional content of the EPG 1802. For example, the "block" or "cell" associated with

the show "The Bachelor" is immediately adjacent the "block" or "cell" associated with

the show "Wipeout." Such an implementation as described in connection with both FIG.

20 and FIG. 22 may be beneficial in many respects. For example, a user may access

recorded programming directly from the EPG 1802, without having to navigate to a

separate interface. This may provide for a more "streamlined" user experience, adding

value to the business product that is the EPG 1802 (and EPG 1202 and EPG 1502). Other

benefits and/or advantages are possible as well.



For example, like the PTAT option to view other PTAT recordings when a PTAT EPG

cell is selected, a similar approach could be taken when a cell is marked for user

indicated recording. For example, when a cell for a user initiated recording is selected, a

row of previous recorded episodes may be presented of the same series as the episode

represented in the cell, in case a user may not want to wait for the recording, and instead

instantly watch a past recording of another episode in the series. For example, when an

EPG cell for Wipeout episode 4 is selected, a row of Wipeout episodes 1,2, and 3 cells

pop out from below the row with Wipeout episode 4 . The cells for recorded episodes 1-3

could also be marked with "%"watched indicators to mark which shows have been

previously viewed or not. When the user selects a cell from among the recorded episodes

1-3 cells, that episode will immediately play. Still other benefits and/or advantages are

possible as well.

For example, referring now to FIG. 24, an example method 2400 is shown for selecting a

particular tuner of a television receiver, from among a plurality of tuners, to be used for

the recording of particular broadcast programming. The example method 2400 as

described may be performed on or by a computing system or device, such as a television

receiver. An example of such a computing system or device is discussed below in

connection with at least FIG. 27.

The method 2400 may include receiving (module 2402), by the television receiver, an

indication of an upcoming or imminent activation of a scheduled program recording

timer. For example, the television receiver may receive a warning signal at a particular

time prior to activation of the recording timer. The particular time may be predetermined

and configurable. For example, the television receiver may receive the warning signal at

time of 0.5 seconds, or 2 seconds, or 5 seconds, or 10 seconds, etc., prior to activation of

the recording timer. In general, the recording timer may be defined or configured to

implement, upon activation, a recording of particular broadcast programming at a

predetermined date and time. For example, the timer may be configured to instantiate the

recording of a "Show SI" that is scheduled to appear on a channel "2012" during a

particular time period "9-10 PM" of a particular day (see e.g., FIG. 12 and description).

Other embodiments are possible.



The method 2400 may further include determining (module 2404), by the television

receiver in response to receiving the indication, a current status of each of the plurality of

tuners of the television receiver. In general, each of the plurality of tuners may be in one

of an inactive state and an active state. A tuner in an inactive state may, for example,

refer to a tuner that is not currently in-use. A current status of an inactive tuner may be

defined as "inactive." A tuner in an active state may, for example, refer to a tuner that is

currently being used for recording, but will be no longer be recording at a "start" time

associated with the recording timer and thus may be available for recording of the

particular broadcast programming. A current status of an active tuner in this scenario may

be defined as "active; recording; assignable." In another example, a tuner in an active

state may, for example, refer to a tuner that is currently being used to select particular live

programming for presentation by a display device. A current status of an active tuner in

this scenario may be defined as "active; live." Other embodiments are possible.

An example sequence of steps to resolve or determine a current status of each of a

plurality of tuners of a television receiver is described in further detail below in

connection with FIGS. 25-26. Further, the resolution or accuracy of "current" tuner status

may generally be a function of the timing of the indication (module 2402). For example,

determining "current" tuner status within 45 seconds prior to activation of a recording

timer may result in a more accurate result than determining "current" tuner status within

60 seconds prior to activation of the recording timer.

The method 2400 may further include generating (module 2406), by the television

receiver upon determining a current status of each of the plurality of tuners, a listing that

ranks each of the plurality of tuners against each other based on respective "current"

status. For example, the "active; recording; assignable" tuner status may be predefined as

having a ranking or priority greater than the "active; live" tuner status, which in turn may

be predefined as having a ranking or priority greater than the "inactive" tuner status. In

this example, a particular tuner "Tuner A" having an "active; recording; assignable" tuner

status may be specified within the listing ahead of a particular tuner "Tuner B" having an

"active; live" tuner status, and ahead of a particular tuner "Tuner C" having an "inactive"

tuner status. Here, an ordered set of tuners within the listing may be itemized as "Rank 1:

Tuner A; Rank 2 : Tuner B; Rank 3 : Tuner C." Other embodiments are possible.



The method 2400 may further include allocating (module 2408), by the television

receiver based on the listing, a particular tuner for recording of the particular broadcast

programming at or near the particular date and time. As discussed in further detail below,

the television receiver may use or utilize the listing to determine an "optimal" tuner for

recording of the particular broadcast programming, and then allocate the optimal tuner

for recording of the particular broadcast programming. An optimal tuner may be defined

as a tuner having a "higher" or "greater" ranking within the listing than other ones of the

plurality tuners.

Such an implementation may be beneficial in many respects. For example, in some DVR-

related systems, it may be possible to create a timer using a user-designated tuner to

record particular programming. For example, a first user may create a recording timer to

initiate recording of a particular program at 9 PM of a particular day using a particular

tuner. In this example, however, it may be possible that the particular tuner is in-use at 9

PM of the particular day. For example, a second user may be watching a program using

the particular tuner, which in general may be transparent to both the first and second

users. Here, assuming that the particular tuner is forcibly allocated by direction of the

particular timer, the viewing experience of the second user may be unnecessarily

interrupted. The systems and method of the present disclosure may be configured to

prevent such an unnecessary interruption by determining a more "optimal" tuner for

recording of the programming.

Further scenarios and beneficial aspects associated with selecting a particular tuner of a

television receiver in accordance with the present disclosure may be understood in light

of the following description in connection with FIGS. 11-13 and 25-27.

Referring now to FIG. 25, a block diagram is shown illustrating particular components of

the PTR 1110 of FIG. 13. More specifically, FIG. 25 shows the control processor 1302b,

including the tuner allocation engine 1119, the tuners 1304a-c, and the DVR database

13 16 of the PTR 1110. In this example, the tuner allocation engine 1119 may include a

timer activation module 2502, a timer status module 2504, and a tuner allocation module

2506. Other embodiments are possible. For example, in some embodiments, one or more

respective components of the tuner allocation engine 1119, or the tuner allocation engine

1119 itself, may be wholly or at least partially located on one or more other components



of the PTR 1110, such as the central processor 1302a. Further, in some embodiments, one

or more respective components of the tuner allocation engine 1119, or the tuner

allocation engine 1119 itself, may be wholly or at least partially located on one or more

other components of the example system 1100, such as the service provider 1102,

secondary television receivers 1112a-b, etc.

In practice, the timer activation module 2502 may be configured to receive, from the

DVR database 1316 for example, an indication of an upcoming or imminent activation of

a scheduled program recording timer that is stored to the DVR database 13 16. As

mentioned above, the DVR database 1316 may store timers that are used by the control

processor 1302b to determine when a television channel should be tuned to and its

programs recorded to the DVR database 1316. Timing of the indication may be a user-

configurable parameter. For example, the DVR database 1316 and/or the control

processor 1302b may be configured to generate and transfer the indication to the timer

activation module 2502 at time of 10 seconds, or 20 seconds, or 30 seconds, or 45

seconds, etc., prior to activation of the scheduled program recording timer. Other

embodiments are possible.

The timer activation module 2502 may activate the timer status module 2504 upon

receiving the indication of upcoming activation of the scheduled program recording

timer. In response, the timer status module 2504 may query the control processor 1302b

to determine a current status of each of the tuners 1304a-c, and generate a listing that

ranks each of the tuners 1304a-c against each other based on each respective current

status. Each of the tuners 1304a-c may generally be in one of an inactive state and an

active state. When, for example, the tuner 1304a is not currently in-use, the control

processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module 2504 a status of the tuner 1304a

of "inactive." When, for example, the tuner 1304b is currently in-use, the control

processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module 2504 a status of the tuner 1304b

of "active." When a particular one of the tuners 1304a-c is currently in an active state, the

control processor 1302b may further indicate to the timer status module 2504 a "type" of

status of the particular one of the tuners 1304a-c, and whether or not information is

available as to the anticipated status of the particular one of the tuners 1304a-c at a "start"

time associated with the scheduled program recording timer.



For example, the control processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module 2504

that the tuner 1304c is currently being used for the recording of particular programming,

but will not be recording at a time of activation of the scheduled program recording timer.

In this example, the tuner 1304c is known to be currently recording, but will be available

for the recording of particular broadcast programming associated with the scheduled

program recording timer. The tuner 1304c in this scenario may be considered an

"optimal" tuner for recording of the particular broadcast programming, and may be

assigned a "highest" or "greatest" ranking to quantify the tuner 1304c as an "optimal"

tuner. In one example, a current status of an active tuner in this scenario may be defined

as "active; recording; assignable." Other embodiments are possible.

In another example, the control processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module

2504 that the tuner 1304c is currently being used for the recording of particular

programming, but will not be recording at a time of activation of the scheduled program

recording timer, and further that the tuner 1304c is currently being used for a PIP (Picture

in Picture) session. In this example, the tuner 1304c is known to be currently recording,

but will be available for recording of particular broadcast programming associated with

the scheduled program recording timer, and further is being used for a PIP session. The

tuner 1304c in this scenario may not be considered an optimal tuner for recording of the

particular broadcast programming, and may be assigned a ranking less than the highest or

greatest ranking that would otherwise quantify the tuner 1304c as an optimal tuner. In

one example, a current status of an active tuner in this scenario may be defined as

"active; recording; assignable; PIP." Other embodiments are possible.

In another example, the control processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module

2504 that the tuner 1304c is currently being used for the recording of particular

programming, but will not be recording at a time of activation of the scheduled program

recording timer, and further that the tuner 1304c is currently being used to select the

particular programming for presentation by a display device. In this example, the tuner

1304c is known to be currently recording, but will be available for recording of particular

broadcast programming associated with the scheduled program recording timer, and

further is being used for "live" viewing of the particular programming that is being

recorded. The tuner 1304c in this scenario may not be considered an optimal tuner for



recording of the particular broadcast programming, and may be assigned a ranking less

than the highest or greatest ranking that would otherwise quantify the tuner 1304c as an

optimal tuner. In one example, a current status of an active tuner in this scenario may be

defined as "active; recording; assignable; live." Other embodiments are possible.

In another example, the control processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module

2504 that the tuner 1304c is currently being used for "live" viewing of particular

programming, and further is being used for a PIP session. The tuner 1304c in this

scenario may not be considered an optimal tuner for recording of the particular broadcast

programming associated with the scheduled program recording timer, and may be

assigned a ranking less than the highest or greatest ranking that would otherwise quantify

the tuner 1304c as an optimal tuner. In one example, a current status of an active tuner in

this scenario may be defined as "active; live; PIP." Other embodiments are possible.

In another example, the control processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module

2504 that the tuner 1304c is currently being used for "live" viewing of particular

programming. The tuner 1304c in this scenario may not be considered an optimal tuner

for recording of the particular broadcast programming associated with the scheduled

program recording timer, and may be assigned a ranking less than the highest or greatest

ranking that would otherwise quantify the tuner 1304c as an optimal tuner. In one

example, a current status of an active tuner in this scenario may be defined as "active;

live." Other embodiments are possible.

In another example, the control processor 1302b may indicate to the timer status module

2504 that the tuner 1304c is currently being used for "live" viewing of particular

programming, and further is "delayed" some manner. In this example, the tuner 1304c is

currently being used for "live" viewing of particular programming, but a "trick" mode

may be engaged by a user such as by activation of a "pause" function or "skip back"

function so that the particular programming is time delayed. The tuner 1304c in this

scenario may not be considered an optimal tuner for recording of the particular broadcast

programming associated with the scheduled program recording timer, and may be

assigned a ranking less than the highest or greatest ranking that would otherwise quantify

the tuner 1304c as an optimal tuner. In one example, a current status of an active tuner in

this scenario may be defined as "active; live; delayed." Other embodiments are possible.



Referring now to FIG. 26, an example method 2600 is shown for determining a current

status of each of a plurality of tuners of a television receiver. In one embodiment, the

method 2600 as described may be implemented by or on the PTR 1110 of FIG. 11. Other

embodiments are however possible. For example, one or more modules or steps of the

example method 2600 may be implemented by one or more of the other respective

devices or components within the example system 1100 of FIG. 11 as described above.

Still other embodiments are possible.

At 2602, the television receiver may set a counter to N = 1.

At 2604, the television receiver may determine a current status of a particular tuner N of

a plurality of tuners M of the television receiver. In this example, N and M are integer

values where N is less than or equal M. Initially, this may correspond to television

receiver determining a current status of a first tuner (e.g., "Tuner 1") of the plurality of

tuners M of the television receiver. As mentioned above in connection with FIG. 25, in

one embodiment a current status of the particular tuner N may correspond to one of: a)

"active; recording; assignable"; b) "active; recording; assignable; PIP"; c) "active;

recording; assignable; live"; d) "inactive"; e) "active; live; PIP"; f "active; live"; g)

"active; live; delayed." Other embodiments are possible.

At 2606, the television receiver may assign a ranking to the particular tuner N based on

the current status of a particular tuner N . Continuing with the above example, the

television receiver may: a) assign a "Rank 1" to the particular tuner N when the current

status is determined "active; recording; assignable"; b) assign a "Rank 2" to the particular

tuner N when the current status is determined "active; recording; assignable; PIP"; c)

assign a "Rank 3" to the particular tuner N when the current status is determined "active;

recording; assignable; live"; d) assign a "Rank 4" to the particular tuner N when the

current status is determined "inactive"; e) assign a "Rank 5" to the particular tuner N

when the current status is determined "active; live; PIP"; f assign a "Rank 6" to the

particular tuner N when the current status is determined "active; live"; g) assign a "Rank

7" to the particular tuner N when the current status of the particular tuner N is determined

"active; live; delayed."

At 2608, the television receiver may populate a listing based on the ranking of the

particular tuner N . Initially, the listing may only have a single entry, such as "Rank 3;



Tuner 1" for example. When N is greater than 1but less than M however, the listing may

have multiple entries such as "Rank 6; Tuner 1" and "Rank 6; Tuner 2" and "Rank 3;

Tuner 3." Other embodiments are possible.

At 2610, the television receiver may determine whether other tuners of the television

receiver have yet to be ranked. When the television receiver determines that no other

tuners of the television receiver have yet to be ranked, process flow may branch to 2612.

At 2612, the television receiver may select a particular tuner of the plurality of tuners M

having a "higher" or "greater" ranking within the listing than other ones of the plurality

tuners M, and then allocate the particular tuner for recording of particular broadcast

programming associated with a particular timer.

When the television receiver determines that other tuners of the television receiver have

yet to be ranked, process flow may branch to 2614 that iterates the counter to N = N + 1.

In this example, process flow proceeds in a loop until at 2610 the television receiver

determines that no other tuners of the television receiver have yet to be ranked. At 2612,

the television receiver may then select a particular tuner of the plurality of tuners M for

recording of particular broadcast programming associated with a particular timer in

manner as discussed above.

There may be a number of different scenarios that may arise when allocating a particular

tuner for recording of the particular broadcast programming according to the principles of

the present disclosure.

For example, in some DVR-related systems, it may be possible for a user to set-up a

plurality of timers to activate or "fire" at a substantially similar or same time, a number of

the timers being the same as the number of tuners available to the system. In this

example, activation of the timers may not be performed in parallel. Rather, activation of

timers may be performed in sequence or series. For example, even though being set to

activate at a substantially similar or same time, a "Timer A" may fire before a "Timer B,"

which may fire before a "Timer C." Here, process flow in ranking of the tuners based on

a predefined tuner ranking or priority, such as referred to above in connection with at

least FIGS. 25-26, may take into account status of the respective tuners following

assignment of a particular tuner to each particular timer.



For example, in practice, a first iteration of the example method 2600 of FIG. 26 may be

implemented such that a first tuner may initially be assigned to "Timer A." A second

iteration of the example method 2600 of FIG. 26 may then be implemented such that a

second tuner may be assigned to "Timer B." A third iteration of the example method

2600 of FIG. 26 may then be implemented such that a third tuner may be assigned to

"Timer C." Here, the status of the first tuner assigned to "Timer A" may change from the

first iteration to the second iteration, and the status of the second tuner assigned to "Timer

B" may change from the second iteration to the third iteration. In these examples, the

television receiver takes into account the "current" tuner status in each iteration or

implementation of the example method 2600 of FIG. 26.

In other examples, in some DVR-related systems, it may be possible that all available

tuners of the system are being used to watch "live" programming. In this example, a

"Timer A" may fire during a time when all available tuners of the system are being used

to watch "live" programming. This may correspond to all tuners associated with a "Rank

6" status or priority, such as referred to above in connection with at least FIGS. 25-26.

Here, the television receiver may provide users an option for allowing, or denying, a

particular tuner associated with particular programming currently being watched to be

allocated for the recording of a program associated with the "Timer A." This may in

some embodiments be performed in accordance with a predefined priority.

A computer system as illustrated in FIG. 27 may be incorporated as part of the previously

described computerized devices. For example, computer system 2700 can represent

some of the components of the television receivers and/or television service provider

system. FIG. 27 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of a computer

system 2700 that can perform the methods detailed herein. It should be noted that FIG.

27 is meant only to provide a generalized illustration of various components, any or all of

which may be utilized as appropriate. FIG. 27, therefore, broadly illustrates how

individual system elements may be implemented in a relatively separated or relatively

more integrated manner.

The computer system 2700 is shown comprising hardware elements that can be

electrically coupled via a bus 2705 (or may otherwise be in communication, as

appropriate). The hardware elements may include one or more processors 2710,



including without limitation one or more general-purpose processors and/or one or more

special-purpose processors (such as digital signal processing chips, graphics acceleration

processors, and/or the like); one or more input devices 2715, which can include without

limitation a mouse, a keyboard, and/or the like; and one or more output devices 2720,

which can include without limitation a display device, a printer, and/or the like.

The computer system 2700 may further include (and/or be in communication with) one or

more non-transitory storage devices 2725, which can comprise, without limitation, local

and/or network accessible storage, and/or can include, without limitation, a disk drive, a

drive array, an optical storage device, a solid-state storage device, such as a random

access memory ("RAM"), and/or a read-only memory ("ROM"), which can be

programmable, flash-updateable and/or the like. Such storage devices may be configured

to implement any appropriate data stores, including without limitation, various file

systems, database structures, and/or the like.

The computer system 2700 might also include a communications subsystem 2730, which

can include without limitation a modem, a network card (wireless or wired), an infrared

communication device, a wireless communication device, and/or a chipset (such as a

Bluetooth™ device, an 802.1 1 device, a WiFi device, a WiMax device, cellular

communication facilities, etc.), and/or the like. The communications subsystem 2730

may permit data to be exchanged with a network (such as the network described below,

to name one example), other computer systems, and/or any other devices described

herein. In many embodiments, the computer system 2700 will further comprise a

working memory 2735, which can include a RAM or ROM device, as described above.

The computer system 2700 also can comprise software elements, shown as being

currently located within the working memory 2735, including an operating system 2740,

device drivers, executable libraries, and/or other code, such as one or more application

programs 2745, which may comprise computer programs provided by various

embodiments, and/or may be designed to implement methods, and/or configure systems,

provided by other embodiments, as described herein. Merely by way of example, one or

more procedures described with respect to the method(s) discussed above might be

implemented as code and/or instructions executable by a computer (and/or a processor



within a computer); in an aspect, then, such code and/or instructions can be used to

configure and/or adapt a general purpose computer (or other device) to perform one or

more operations in accordance with the described methods.

A set of these instructions and/or code might be stored on a non-transitory computer-

readable storage medium, such as the non-transitory storage device(s) 2425 described

above. In some cases, the storage medium might be incorporated within a computer

system, such as computer system 2400. In other embodiments, the storage medium might

be separate from a computer system (e.g., a removable medium, such as a compact disc),

and/or provided in an installation package, such that the storage medium can be used to

program, configure, and/or adapt a general purpose computer with the instructions/code

stored thereon. These instructions might take the form of executable code, which is

executable by the computer system 2700 and/or might take the form of source and/or

installable code, which, upon compilation and/or installation on the computer system

2700 (e.g., using any of a variety of generally available compilers, installation programs,

compression/decompression utilities, etc.), then takes the form of executable code.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that substantial variations may be made in

accordance with specific requirements. For example, customized hardware might also be

used, and/or particular elements might be implemented in hardware, software (including

portable software, such as applets, etc.), or both. Further, connection to other computing

devices such as network input/output devices may be employed.

As mentioned above, in one aspect, some embodiments may employ a computer system

(such as the computer system 2700) to perform methods in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention. According to a set of embodiments, some or all of the

procedures of such methods are performed by the computer system 2700 in response to

processor 2710 executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions (which

might be incorporated into the operating system 2740 and/or other code, such as an

application program 2745) contained in the working memory 2735. Such instructions

may be read into the working memory 2735 from another computer-readable medium,

such as one or more of the non-transitory storage device(s) 2725. Merely by way of

example, execution of the sequences of instructions contained in the working memory



2735 might cause the processor(s) 2710 to perform one or more procedures of the

methods described herein.

The terms "machine-readable medium" and "computer-readable medium," as used

herein, refer to any medium that participates in providing data that causes a machine to

operate in a specific fashion. In an embodiment implemented using the computer system

2700, various computer-readable media might be involved in providing instructions/code

to processor(s) 2710 for execution and/or might be used to store and/or carry such

instructions/code. In many implementations, a computer-readable medium is a physical

and/or tangible storage medium. Such a medium may take the form of a non-volatile

media or volatile media. Non-volatile media include, for example, optical and/or

magnetic disks, such as the non-transitory storage device(s) 2725. Volatile media

include, without limitation, dynamic memory, such as the working memory 2735.

Common forms of physical and/or tangible computer-readable media include, for

example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic

medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical medium, any other physical medium with

patterns of marks, a RAM, a PROM, EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory

chip or cartridge, or any other medium from which a computer can read instructions

and/or code.

Various forms of computer-readable media may be involved in carrying one or more

sequences of one or more instructions to the processor(s) 2710 for execution. Merely by

way of example, the instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk and/or

optical disc of a remote computer. A remote computer might load the instructions into its

dynamic memory and send the instructions as signals over a transmission medium to be

received and/or executed by the computer system 2700.

The communications subsystem 2730 (and/or components thereof) generally will receive

signals, and the bus 2705 then might carry the signals (and/or the data, instructions, etc.

carried by the signals) to the working memory 2735, from which the processor(s) 2710

retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions received by the working memory

2735 may optionally be stored on a non-transitory storage device 2725 either before or

after execution by the processor(s) 2710 .



It should further be understood that the components of computer system 1100 can be

distributed across a network. For example, some processing may be performed in one

location using a first processor while other processing may be performed by another

processor remote from the first processor. Other components of computer system 1100

may be similarly distributed.

The methods, systems, and devices discussed above are examples. Various

configurations may omit, substitute, or add various procedures or components as

appropriate. For instance, in alternative configurations, the methods may be performed in

an order different from that described, and/or various stages may be added, omitted,

and/or combined. Also, features described with respect to certain configurations may be

combined in various other configurations. Different aspects and elements of the

configurations may be combined in a similar manner. Also, technology evolves and,

thus, many of the elements are examples and do not limit the scope of the disclosure or

claims.

Specific details are given in the description to provide a thorough understanding of

example configurations (including implementations). However, configurations may be

practiced without these specific details. For example, well-known circuits, processes,

algorithms, structures, and techniques have been shown without unnecessary detail in

order to avoid obscuring the configurations. This description provides example

configurations only, and does not limit the scope, applicability, or configurations of the

claims. Rather, the preceding description of the configurations will provide those skilled

in the art with an enabling description for implementing described techniques. Various

changes may be made in the function and arrangement of elements without departing

from the spirit or scope of the disclosure.

Also, configurations may be described as a process which is depicted as a flow diagram

or block diagram. Although each may describe the operations as a sequential process,

many of the operations can be performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the

order of the operations may be rearranged. A process may have additional steps not

included in the figure. Furthermore, examples of the methods may be implemented by

hardware, software, firmware, middleware, microcode, hardware description languages,



or any combination thereof. When implemented in software, firmware, middleware, or

microcode, the program code or code segments to perform the necessary tasks may be

stored in a non-transitory computer-readable medium such as a storage medium.

Processors may perform the described tasks.

Having described several example configurations, various modifications, alternative

constructions, and equivalents may be used without departing from the spirit of the

disclosure. For example, the above elements may be components of a larger system,

wherein other rules may take precedence over or otherwise modify the application of the

invention. Also, a number of steps may be undertaken before, during, or after the above

elements are considered. Accordingly, the above description does not bind the scope of

the claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for managing stored television programs, the system

comprising:

one or more processors; and

a memory communicatively coupled with and readable by the one or more

processors and having stored therein processor-readable instructions which, when

executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to:

cause a recording of a television channel to be stored, wherein the

recording of the television channel comprises a plurality of television programs;

and

cause a graphical playback status element to be displayed via a

display device, the graphical playback status element comprising:

a start point for each television program of the plurality of

television programs within the recording of the television channel.

2 . The system for managing stored television programs of claim 1,

wherein the plurality of television programs were broadcast consecutively on the

television channel.

3 . The system for managing stored television programs of claim 1,

wherein the processor-readable instructions further cause the one or more processors to:

cause the recording of the television channel to be recorded, wherein the

recording of the television channel is recorded from a broadcast of the television channel.

4 . The system for managing stored television programs of claim 1,

wherein the start point for each television program of the plurality of television programs

is denoted by a graphical indicator specific to the television program.

5 . The system for managing stored television programs of claim 4,

wherein, for each television program of the plurality of television programs, the graphical

indicator comprises a graphical showcard.



6 . The system for managing stored television programs of claim 5,

wherein the processor-readable instructions further cause the one or more processors to:

receive, from a user, a selection of a graphical showcard for a television

program of the plurality of television programs.

7 . The system for managing stored television programs of claim 6,

wherein the processor-readable instructions further cause the one or more processors to:

in response to the selection of the graphical showcard for the television

program being received from the user, begin playback of the recording of the television

channel at a playback time associated with the television program.

8. The system for managing stored television programs of claim 1,

wherein the processor-readable instructions further cause the one or more processors to:

receive, from a user, a selection of a first television program from the

plurality of television programs of the recording of the television channel;

cause the first television program selected by the user to be presented via

the display device; and

at completion of presentation of the first television program, cause a

second television program from the plurality of television programs of the recording of

the television channel to be presented, wherein

the first television program and the second television program

were broadcast consecutively.

9 . The system for managing stored television programs of claim 1,

wherein the processor-readable instructions further cause the one or more processors to:

receive, from a user, a selection of a first television program from the

plurality of television programs of the recording of the television channel;

cause the first television program selected by the user to be presented via

the display device; and

at completion of presentation of the first television program, cause a

selection option to be presented requesting input to indicate whether a second television



program from the plurality of television programs of the recording of the television

channel is to be presented, wherein

the first television program and the second television program

were broadcast consecutively.

10. The system for managing stored television programs of claim 1,

wherein the processor-readable instructions are configured to further cause the one or

more processors to:

cause a second recording of a second television channel to be stored,

wherein the recording of the second television channel comprises a second plurality of

television programs; and

cause a second graphical playback status element to be displayed via the

display device simultaneously with display of the graphical playback status element, the

second graphical playback status element comprising:

a start point for each television program of the second plurality of

television programs within the second recording of the second television channel.

11. A method for managing stored television programs, comprising:

storing, by a television receiver, a recording of a television channel,

wherein the recording of the television channel comprises a plurality of television

programs; and

causing a graphical playback status element to be displayed the graphical

playback status element comprising:

a start point for each television program of the plurality of

television programs within the recording of the television channel.

12. A non-transitory processor-readable medium for managing stored

television programs, comprising processor-readable instructions configured to cause one

or more processors to:

cause a recording of a television channel to be stored, wherein the

recording of the television channel comprises a plurality of television programs; and



cause a graphical playback status element to be displayed via a display

device, the graphical playback status element comprising:

a start point for each television program of the plurality of television

programs within the recording of the television channel, wherein

the start point for each television program of the plurality of

television programs is denoted by a graphical indicator specific to the television

program.

13. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

identifying an indication of user interest of a program of a particular television

channel based on user interaction with a programming guide that displays first content;

generating, in response to identifying the indication of user interest and for

display within the programming guide, a selectable icon positioned in association with a

descriptor that identifies the particular television channel; and

generating, in response to user selection of the selectable icon and for

display within the programming guide, an interactive pane that identifies at least one

particular program that is stored within an omnibus channel file containing a plurality of

programs broadcast consecutively on the particular television channel over a predefined

period of time.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising generating the

interactive pane for display within the programming guide separate from the first content

and adjacent the descriptor that identifies the particular television channel.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising generating the

interactive pane for display within the programming guide integrated within the first

content and adjacent the descriptor that identifies the particular television channel.

16. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

scheduling a first program recording timer to record a particular program

broadcast on a particular television channel by a television service provider;



scheduling a second program recording timer to record a plurality of

programs broadcast consecutively on the particular television channel by the television

service provider, including the particular program; and

outputting, simultaneously for display within a programming guide and in

association with a descriptor of the particular program, a first graphical indicator that

identifies scheduling of the first program recording timer, and a second graphical

indicator that identifies scheduling of the second program recording timer.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising storing, in response to

activation of the second program recording timer, an omnibus channel file containing the

plurality of programs broadcast consecutively on the television channel.

18. The method of claim 16, further comprising selecting the omnibus

channel file for deletion after passage of a predetermined period of time following

completion of storing of the omnibus channel file.

19. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

in response to receiving a request to allocate a tuner of a television

receiver for the recording of a particular broadcast program, determining a current status

of each one of a plurality of tuners of the television receiver;

assigning a ranking to each one of the plurality of tuners based on an

associated determined status; and

generating a listing based on the ranking, wherein when selected a

particular tuner of ranking greater than each of other ones of the plurality of tuners is

allocated for the recording of the particular broadcast program.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising receiving the request

to allocate the tuner of the television receiver for the recording of a particular broadcast

program.

2 1. The method of claim 19, further comprising receiving the request

at a predetermined time prior to broadcast of the particular broadcast program.
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